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Page 1 — Washington Letter, 
Miscellaneous articles.
Pages 2 and 8—Local and other 
news; public and private sale 
ad vers., etc.
Pages 4 and 5 — Short stories, 
miscollaneous articles.
Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial 
comment, State news, etc.
Page 8 — Agricultural reading 
matter.
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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
j  W. ROVER, M. D.,
P ractising  Physician ,
•t r a p fE. Pa. Office at his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic HalL
M





second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO 
always on band.
P ractising  Physician ,
EVANSBUHG, Pa.
a. m.; 7 to» p. m
Office Hours : UntH 9 
Keystone’Phone No. 17.
s,B. HORNING, M. D ,UlfM
Practising  Physician,
g E N R Y  BOWER,
Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 28 x.
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Telephone In office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
j -  H. HAMER, M. D.,
H om eopath ic  Physician.
COLLEGEVILLE, P A. Office H orn : Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
8. POLEY.
C o n trac to r an d  Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 5-23
E . A. KRUSEN, M. D.
4 0 9  C herry  S tre e t,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
wattes s to 9 Telephones, Bell 301-xH ours, 8 to  V Keystone 169
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only, 
r'ollegevllle Office ’Phones : Keystone, No. 6. 
Bell, 30-x. .______  ; _____  .
JJABVEY L. SHOMO,
A tto rn ey -a t-  Law ,




A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
805 Swede St.. Norristown, Fa 
Bell and Keystone’Phones. 8‘16,
M:AVNE B. LONGSTBETH,
A ttorney  - a t-  L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croser Build- 
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House N o. 6928. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JOSEPH S. KBATï,
A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th 
and CHESTNUT STREETS, 
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
Q  L. EVANS,
A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA' 
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone. 27.
rpHOMAS HALLMAN,
A tto rn ey -a t-  L aw ,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows' 
Bnlldlng, C o llu g b v il l b ,' P a ., every evening 
ftom 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5. 
1-26.
JOHN S. HUNSICKER,
Justice  of th e  P eace ,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at­
tended to. Charges reasonable.
^RTHUR G. ASH,
Justice  o f th e  P eace ,
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
loaned.
D R. FRANK BRANDRETH, 
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry 
honest prices.
D R. S. D. CORNISH,
DENTIST,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 BeU ’Phone, 27Y.
ror you, it isn't so apt to'be overdone.
When authority spoils a man, it is 
also apt to be hard on those over 
whom it extends.
Careiul comparison makes any oth­
er heritage look insignificant compared 
with common sense.
You * often hear impolite children 
criticised. Ever realize that there are 
a good many impolite grown people?
Some houses are so prim and orderly 
they remind one of the systematic ar­
rangement of the tombstones in a well 
kept graveyard.
If you want to know how people 
speak of you behind your backs, listen 
to the reckless manner in which they 
pitch into others.
We admire a patience that doesn’t 
parade it. The hen, for instance, when 
sitting doesn’t  look as if it felt that no 





PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 High Street, Pottstowu, Pa.
jyj- N. BARNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRAOTOg VOR ALL KINDS QF
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar­
anteed. MF* SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
JOBBING. ®-5
QHAKLES N. BARNDT,
A R C H IT E C T ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. 
Patronage solicited. •
J J  S. G. FINKB1NER,
Real E s ta te a n d  Insurance ,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSPORD, PA-
JOHN J. RADCLIFF,
P a in te r an d  P a p e r H anger
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. 
Your patronage solicited.
BEWARE OF STRIPES.
Pocahontas and John Smith.
The pretty story of Smith’s rescue 
from imminent death by Pocahontas 
when he was in the clutches of her 
redoubtable father, Powhatan, has 
been rather blown upon by later his­
torians. It has been shown that 
Smith in his earlier narrative only 
mentions the princess incidentally as a 
child, and it was not until she came 
afterward to England and Smith wrote 
an account of her-for the edification of 
the court that he described vividly 
how she hazarded the beating out of 
her own brains to save his. By that 
time . the romantic Pocahontas had 
been metamorphosed into Mistress Re­
becca Rolfe, wife of a Virginia settler 
of standing, and her portrait, with 
plumed hat, ruff and fan, has been 
duly handed down in this capacity.— 
London Times.
Wife Appreciated It.
They have just “blown themselves!’ 
for a new bed, an old fashioned, colo­
nial sort of bed, that looks as though 
it might have been in somebody’s fam­
ily for a hundred years or so, and they 
think a great deal of it. They have 
discussed its many merits- time and 
again, but it remained for the young 
wife to discover one. feature of the 
new bed that had never appealed to 
the husband.
“There’s one thing I like about the 
bed,” said she, “about the sideboard, 
and the way it’s put on.”
“What’s that?” asked he.
“It’s so low I don’t  believe a man 
could crawl under it,” said she.—In­
dianapolis News.
Th e  k r y p t o k  « in v isib l e ” BIFOCAL LENS,
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the 
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They 
are made without cement. They are perfect. 
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
210 De k a l b  s t r e e t , n o r r is t o w n .
F . S. KOONS,
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
S la te r an d  R oofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
®tone, etc. Estimates furnished *«»»_




OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. W  Samples of paper
always on hand.
Animals That Wear Them Are Said to 
Be Treacherous.
“Show me a striped wild animal, and 
I will show yon one you want to keep 
your eye on,” said thé circus man. “I 
have had to do with wild animals now 
for a good many years—I won’t  tell 
you how many because I am getting 
old enough to feel the weight of these 
time posts—and I have never yet come 
up with a striped beast that did not 
show mean traits.
“Sometimes I wonder if this is not 
the way nature has of marking up the 
bad fellows so that they may be 
known, just as we put striped suits on 
the impossibly bad of the human kind 
Take hyenas, for instance. They come 
under the head of a dog species. How 
seldom you ever hear of a dog snipping 
the hand that feeds it! These ugly 
things are liable to do it any time.
“Zebras are pudgy little horses with 
stripes that give away their tempera 
ment. Every now and then you hear 
of zebras broken to harness. Well, I 
have seen a few of these, but they 
didn’t  go far before something else 
was broken besides the zebra’s mean 
nature. They are strong and good 
looking, but so infernally cussed that 
there is no doing anything with them.
“Sometimes a lion’s mane is marked 
with uneven black circles. When this 
is the case, it is wise not to get too 
familiar. I t is the sign of a bad streak 
somewhere in Leo’s makeup, and there 
is no telling when this strain might 
turn his strength into savage danger.
“The elephant is good natured and 
obedient. The camel takes life easily 
and doesn’t  seem to worry about any­
thing so long as he is left to . munch 
by himself. A bear with a fur of sev­
eral shadings is a bad one to take 
risks with.
“The tapir is a harmless beast and 
rather affectionate. He can even cry. 
Big rolling teardrops show this when 
his keeper, cuts him out of a meal or 
goes away for a day or two. The 
llama is an animal sort that may be 
properly classed with the spotted ani­
mals. Brown and white and black and 
white in huge splashes lend to the 
good looks of its curling coat. I t has 
big lamblike eyes and would run from 
a baby.”—Boston Globe.
The Taps on the Wall.
His mother was superstitious afore 
’im and always knew when ’er friends 
died by hearing three loud taps on the 
wall. The on’y mistake she ever made 
was one night when, arter losing no 
less than seven friends, she found out 
it was the man next door hanging pic­
tures at 3 o’clock in the morning. She 
found it out by ’im hitting ’is thumb 
nail—Strand Magazine.
Don. Tne figures are more convention­
al in design than on the Spanish. The 
ace .cards are adorned with typical 
Portuguese scenes.
“A peculiarity of the pack bought in 
Constantinople is that the ace cards, 
in addition to the single spade, dia­
mond, club' or heart in the center of 
each, have diminutive aces at the up­
per left hand and lower right hand 
corners.
“The Italian face cards portray de­
cidedly gloomy personages. Each one 
of the face cards, by the way, carries 
in small print the name and address qt 
the maker. There are tiny packs, an 
inch and a quarter by an inch and 
three-quarters in size, which can be 
bought on the streets of Naples for a 
soldo. These resemble the Spanish 
cards to some extent, although the 
royalties are more dignified.
I  “Cairo is a great card emporium, and 
Mousky street offers rich returns to 
the card hunter. Fortune telling cards 
must be in demand there, to judge 
from the samples I saw In the collec­
tion. The Cairo playing cards come 
mostly from Germany. They are bril- 
|lian t in their coloring. The aces carry 
-scenes from lands both west and east.
“The gem of all the packs comes 
Yrom Switzerland. The cards are 
small, one and three-quarters by two 
and a half inches in size, and the back 
design is the edelweiss. The kings, 
queens and jacks are delightful studies 
in Swiss costume, and the purchaser 
certainly gets his money’s worth, for 
each face card has two half figures 
quite unlike. On the aces are Swiss 
scenes and objects of interest, also two 
to a card, the subjects including the 
castle of Chillon, the Matterhorn, the 
|  bridge a t Lucerne and the Lion of Lu­
cerne.”—Indianapolis Star.
Silvering Mirrors.
Mirrors are-usually silvered by coat­
ing the glass with amalgam. For this 
purpose a large, perfectly flat stone is 
provided, and upon it is evenly spread 
a sheet of tin foil without crack or 
flaw. This is covered to the depth of 
one-eighth of an inch with clean mer­
cury. The plate of glass, perfectly 
cleaned from all grease and impurity, 
is floated on to the mercury by sliding, 
so as to exclude all air bubbles. I t  is 
then pressed down by loading it with 
weights in order to press out all the 
mercury which remains fluid. This is 
received in a gutter around the stone. 
After about twenty-four hours it is 
gently raised upon its edge, and in a 
few weeks it is ready to frame.
KUUUtFUK T UHtLSt.'
They Didn't Know Paper.
Scholars have wondered why it was 
that the ancient Roman genius never 
achieved the art of printing. The se­
cret of the failure lies probably in the 
fact that the Romans never discovered 
how to make paper, for recent investi­
gations prove that they had in general 
use wooden and metal stamps for 
marking wares, packages, etc.—Pitts­
burg Post.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
There are a good many rabbits play­
ing lion parts.
If you let others do your bragging
PLAYING CARDS.
Peculiarities of Those Used by the 
Different Nations.
“One of the most interesting collec­
tions of foreign loot that I’ve seen 
recently,” said a man ordinarily too 
busy to make the trip over the seas 
himself, “is an assortment of playing 
cards from various parts of the world.
“In every country the owner of the 
collection visited—and he went to a 
good many—picked up cards of local 
manufacture and so representative of 
the nation.
“The Russian cards are perhaps the 
most elaborate. The faces of the kings 
and queens are different in each suit, 
indicating the racial elements that go 
to compose the empire.
“On the Greek cards classical heroes 
and heroines are represented. Nestor, 
for example, is the king of hearts and 
Orestes the knave. Agamemnon is the 
king of clubs, Hercules the jack of 
spades and Minos and Danae the king 
and queen of diamonds. The Greek 
pack is rather a cheap one and scarce­
ly does honor to the celebrities por­
trayed.
“Cadiz is a center for card manufac­
turing. The idea of the Spanish card- 
maker seems to be to get as much color 
on the cards as possible. The royal 
robes are of unusual magnificence. 
The clubs are big bludgeons in green 
and red, and the knave of clubs, gayly 
caparisoned on a prancing horse, re­
minds you instantly of Jack the Giant 
Killer. The spades are ugly little dag­
gers, and for hearts and diamonds 
there are disks and dice cnps. The 
cards in some of the Spanish packs are 
very thin and have a capital spring.
“The Madeira cards come from Lis-
How the Green Mold and the Flavor 
Are Produced.
A cheese expert has the following 
to say about Roquefort cheese:
“To make Roquefort cheese we must 
have the proper raw material—sheep’s 
milk. 'Of course we have sheep In 
America, but show me a Yankee farm­
er who would go to the trouble of milk­
ing sheep! It is even too much for 
him to milk cows, and it is the stand­
ard lamentation of all our farmers 
that the boys, even if they stay on the 
farm, do not want to do any milking. 
Before they do such kind of work they 
would rather go to a business school or 
a college where they study agriculture, 
chemistry, etc.
“How is Roquefort cheese cured? 
The mold In the cheese is produced by 
moldy breadcrumbs which are ground 
to a green dust and mixed in the 
cheese- curd. The country around 
Roquefort is very rocky. The lime­
stone rocks are full of crevices and 
caves, which draw in the warm air in 
summer, give It out in winter, and vice 
versa.
“These caves have been provided by 
nature and improved by cellars that 
have been built in such a way that 
these natural currents of warm and 
cold air pass through them, where 
Roquefort cheese is cured. This Is the 
way that Roquefort cheese is ripened 
and gets its peculiar flavor and char­
acter. I t  is all very well for the sci­
entists to study the chemical process 
which the cheese is undergoing, but to 
produce this process in an artificial 
way is another question. Nature is 
the best chemist.
“The manufacture of Roquefort 
cheese has been tried in America, but 
the manufacturers did not make much 
of a success. Nobody manufactures 
Roquefort in America at present. We 
know of one manufacturer who tried to 
make Roquefort cheese of goats’ milk. 
He boasted especially that he would 
use only the milk of ‘Imported’ goats. 
Just think of the idea! imported goats 
grazing on American pastures were 
expected to give better flavored milk 
than domestic goats. I t is the climate, 
the special soil, atmospheric influences, 
etc., which produce the fine fragrant 
grass. The milk of the cows or goats 
or sheep Is naturally the product of 
the grass they are eating, the water 
they are drinking, and neither this nor 
the climate nor the country can be im­
ported to America—only the product 
which the climate or country produces. 
That is why neither the American 
Camembert nor. Roquefort ever has the 
flavor or fragrance of the imported ar­
ticle in spite of all the imported goats 
or imported cattle or even of imported
mlerohma ” —Ch io aco  R ecord-H erald.
IN D IA ’S  T E A  T R A D E .
It is only when the figures are 
tabulated that one can appreciate 
the enormous proportions the India 
tea trade has attained. Last year 
there were 524,767 acres producing 
191,257,000 pounds of tea, repre­
senting aD invested capital of $54,- 
000,000. This expansion without 
corresponding increase in the de­
mand bore fruit in the glut which 
has in recent years brought prices 
down below a fair profitable level. 
The price is lower than at any time 
in 30 years. The United Kingdom 
is still the greatest repository for 
India tea, taking nearly 160,000,000 
pounds of the total production. It 
is difficult to say bow much of the 
tea exported to London finds its way 
to America. Australia comes an ex­
tremely poor second, with 8,500,000 
pounds. France and Russia are the. 
only countries whose demand shows 
a promising development. The popu­
larity of the “five o’clock tea” has 
run the consumption in France up 
to 75,000 pounds a year. India con­
sumes only 5,500,000 pounds of 
home ground tea and 3,000,000 
pounds of foreign. The planters 
have neglected the Indian market in 
their anxiety to stimulate the de­
mand from abroad. Canada', with 
its 5,000,000 inhabitants, consumes 
as - much tea as does the United 
States, with a population 15 times 
as great; each consumed last year 
about 1,075,000 pounds. Southern 
India practically monopolizes the 
Indian coffee industry. The low 
prices caused by the competition of 
the Brazilian coffee have played 
havoc with this trade in recent 
years, and the average production 
in the last five years was under 
20,500,000 pounds, as compared 
with 34,750,000 pounds in the pre­
ceding five years. This great fall­
ing off in the output is due rather 
to a diminished yield than to any 
reduction by acreage, for the extent 
under coffee is practically the same 
as in 1900, while the output is less 
than half. The coffee producers 
have seen the price of their com­
modity fall for the last 12 years. It 
is not easy to determine how much 
of the 250,000 pounds of Indian 
coffee shipped to Arabia finds its 
way to Europe and America as the 
finest “ Mocha.”
ing shows the bear pursuing the 
hunter. The work is done with a 
soft, red stone, much used by the 
Indians for that purpose.
C O S T  M U C H  IN  H U M A N  L IFE .
In ancient times the great engi­
neering works were costly in hu­
man lives. The making of the Red 
Sea Canal is said to have involved 
the loss of ho fewer than 120,000 
Egyptians. Buckle’s examination 
made him believe the number to 
have been somewhat exaggerated, 
but be gives it as still a guide to 
the enormous waste of human life in 
those days. The men who kept 
2,000 slaves'engaged for three years 
bringing a single stone from Ele­
phantine to the Pyramids did not 
care a great deal so long as in the 20 
years in which one of the pyramids 
were building there were forthcom­
ing the 360,000 men required for the 
work.
A N T IQ U IT Y  O F  A G R IC U L T U R E .
“The origin of agriculture,” says 
Professor Wiegend, of the Univer­
sity of Bonn, “ is lost in the mists of 
antiquity. We know that in neoli­
thic times in Europe eight kinds of 
cereals were cultivated, besides 
flax, peas, poppies, apples, pears, 
plums, etc. At the same time, var­
ious animals were domesticated. 
Among these were horses, short­
horned oxen, horned sheep, goats, 
two breeds of pigs, and dogs. In 
all likelihood agriculture arose in 
the south and east of Europe, and 
spread gradually in the centre, 
north and west. A hunting popu­
lation is often very averse to even 
the slightest amount of work that 
agriculture requires in a tropical 
country. The same holds good, as 
a rule, for pastoral communities. In 
all cases a powerful constraint is 
necessary to force these people iDto 
congenial employment. Fate is 
stronger than will, and at various 
periods in different climes hunters 
and herders have been forced to till 
the soil.”
A L C O L O L  F O R  L IG H T  A N D  
P O W E R .
Germany leads to-day in the manu­
facture and use of alcohol for light 
and power. In that country pota­
toes are the chief source from which 
alcohol is produced. The potato 
crop last year reached the astound­
ing proportions of 1,775,579,000 
bushels, or more than 53,000,000 
standard tons. Of this amount 
nearly one-half was used in the 
manufacture of alcohol and starch. 
One-eighth of all the tillable land in 
Germany is planted to potatoes, 
which show an average production 
of 217 bushels an acre, which sold 
at an average of 27.6 cents a bushel, 
or about $60 an acre. In France 
alcohol for manufacturing purposes 
is made chiefly from molasses and 
sugar beets.
T H E  A R T  O F  H A P P IN E S S .
The art of happiness consists in 
being pleased with little things. 
People with great wealth or great 
power are seldom happy. The lead­
ers of the world, great men or great 
women, are seldom satisfied. The 
society leader, with millions at her 
command, and the homage of many 
men and women, rarely knows the 
happiness that comes unmasked to 
the young wife or mother in hum­
bler circles, says Home Chat. The 
possession of money decreases the 
power of enjoyment. A child gets 
more pleasure out of a sixpenny toy 
than a millionaire does from a thou­
sand-pound yacht. Sixpence has 
greater value to the child than a 
thousand has to the millionaire. The 
joys of life belong to the little peo­
ple—the quiet men and women who. 
are satisfied to live their own lives 
and make little mark on the lives of 
others. It is in the power of thé 
least of us to he happy and to make.- 
others so.
T H E  L A R G E S T  C A V E  IN  T H E  
W E S T .
Two gold prospectors recently 
discovered in the Santa Susanna 
Mountains, about fifty miles from 
Los Angeles, Cal., the largest and 
most remarkable cave in western 
America. While looking for indi­
cations of gold, they found an open­
ing which they entered. The open­
ing lead to a great cavern, consist­
ing of many passages, some of them 
wide,.but most of them narrow and 
lofty. The passages lead into great 
halls, some containing an acre, 
studded with stalagmites and stal­
actites, in some cases so thickly 
that it is difficult to get through. 
The walls of one of these halls are 
covered with rude drawings, some 
almost obliterated, but others still 
clear. The drawings represent in­
cidents of the chase, showing In­
dians on foot pursuing bear, deer, 
and other animals. One wall-paint-
S C IE N C E  N O T E S .
Whistling will do much towards 
the development of a robust physi­
cal frame.
There is no standard gunpowder. 
Every nation seems to have its own 
formula.
The average Sunday congregation 
at St. Paul’s Cathedral in London is 
3400 persons.
Some of the London theatres send 
motor busses into the suburbs to 
gather up patrons.
The decrease to the world’s ship­
ping by wreck and breaking up 
averages 725,000 tons yearly.
The temper of fine edged tools is 
gradually destroyed by long ex­
posure to extreme light.
It has been stated that most of 
the material exported from Japan is 
made by the women of the nation.
2 LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
Ü T H E  INDEPENDENT!
TERMS — $1.00 PER YEAR 
:: IK ADVANCE. j:
T h u rsd ay , Aug. 29 , ’07 .
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church. 
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m. 
with Holy Communion third in month 8.80 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, 
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday 
School at 8.45 a.m. Preaching every Sunday at 
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer 
meeting at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet­
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are 
most cordially invited to attend the services.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 3. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are 
cordially invited and weleome.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, 
Kev. George R. Rlffert, pastor. Services in 
the various churches of the charge will be as 
follows: Trappe—Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sun­
day School at 2 p. m. Limerick—Preaching 
at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday School at 1.35 p. m.; C. 
E. meeting at 7.30 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.38 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 
a. in., 7.39 p. m.
H om e a n d  A broad.
—Some cool weather, lately
—Frost was reported in Schuyl­
kill county, Sunday morning.
—The “ long winter” prophets 
are getting busy.
—If the corn crop is not at least a 
fair one Jack Frost will be to blame.
—Labor Day
—Next Monday, September 2.
—The boys and girls will soon be 
at their books. Success to them in 
their efforts.
—The statement of the condition 
of the Collegeville National Bank, 
page 3, makes an excellent showing.
—Cider mills are being oiled up 
for a brisk season in Berks county.
—There is no paradise on earth 
equal to the union of love and inno­
cence. —Rousseau.
—A baby daughter of Samuel W. 
Reiff, of Skippack, fell into a 10-foot 
cistern and broke an arm.
—Norristown’s new Catholic
church is to be finished by October 
15. It will cost about $100,000.
—There is something worse than 
love-making in public. It is family 
quarreling in prblic.—St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat.
—Over 600 bushels to the acre is 
the large potato yield in Ludwig T. 
Custer’s farm at Adamstown.
—The public schools of Upper 
Providence will open next Monday, 
September 2.
—Sales advertised in the I nde­
pendent alway attract the attention 
of good bidders and buyers. At­
tractive posters printed at this 
office.
—Rev. T. R. Taggart, pastor of 
Lower Providence Presbyterian 
church, left last week for two 
months in California.
—James Renner, of Skippack, 
surprised a burglar at work, and a 
scuffle ensued, in which the intru­
der stabbed Renner in the leg and 
escaped with $18.
—Thrown from his buggy in a 
runaway, Thomas Quinter, of South 
Pottstown, broke one of his legs.
—Nearly $100 worth of goods 
were stolen from the store of George 
Swinehart, at Sanatoga, Sunday 
morning.
—A park is proposed, to be 200 
by 600 feet, on the summit of Mt. 
Penn, near Reading.
— David Gresh, of Yellow House, 
captured the largest groundhog of 
the season in Berks county, weigh­
ing 16 pounds.
—In a test fire drill the 3000 
patients of the Norristown Insane 
Hospital were gotten out of the 
buildings in three and a quarter 
minutes and water was pouring 
through the fire hose.
—Berks county farmers are be­
ginning to house their potatoes, and 
a number of carloads have been 
shipped from the fields at 65 cents a 
bushel.
—Falling downstairs, Mrs. Isaiah 
Neiman, aged 85, of Pottstown, was 
so badly shocked that she is not 
expected to recover.
—At the age of 86 years, Mrs. 
Susan Houser, of Reading, reads 
the Bible without glasses and daily 
peels one and one-half bushels of 
potatoes for a cafe. -
—John Shuligan, going home to 
his noonday meal at Birdsboro, 
was struck by an express on the 
Reading Railway and killed.
-—By a vote of 20 to 3 Norristow 
Council passed the ordinance call 
ing for a special election to increase 
the indebtedness of the borough 
$300,000.
—The Norristown Automobile 
Club has purchased a lot on 
DeKalb street near the borough 
line, and will erect a club house to 
cost $7,500.
Hotel Deal.
Hon. Henry K. Boyer has pur 
chased the hotel at Lederachville of 
Mr. Pluck for $10,000, purchaser to 
take possession October L
Auto Contests on Pottstown Track.
Arrangements are being made for 
auto speed contests on the mile 
track, Pottstown, between automo 
biles owned in Reading, Pottstown 
and other places.
H ighb a ll W in s  B ig  Stake. 
Highball evened the score with 
Somonia Girl at Readville, Massa., 
last week, by taking the honors in 
the classic Massachusetts stakes 
valued at $9,000. Fastest time, 
2.07.
Great Day at Bethany O rphans’ 
Home.
Between 14,000 and 15,000 per­
sons were present at the forty- 
fourth anniversary of the Bethany 
Orphans’ Home at Womelsdorf, on 
Thursday. Rev. Abner S. Dechant, 
of Philadelphia, delivered an ad­
dress.
Pam phlet Law s for Justices Only.
Protbonotary Hallman of this 
county announces that he has re­
ceived from Harrisburg a number 
of copies of the Pamphlet laws of 
Pennsylvania by the Legislature of 
1907 and that a copy of the same 
can be obtained by each Justice of 
the Peace of Montgomery county 
free of charge but by no other per­
sons.
Two O ldest W idow s.
Mount Joy has the two oldest 
widows in Pennsylvania and 
possibly in the United States. 
They are Mrs. Elizabeth Lehmans, 
who will be 103 years old next 
month, and Mrs. Elizabeth Bru 
baker, who is in her 99th year 
They live within two blocks of 
each other, are lifelong friends, 
both belonging to the Mennonite 
Church, and are the two oldest 
members of the church in the 
United States.
Elected Principal of H igh  School.
J. Howard Johnson, formerly of 
Lower Providence, has been elected 
principal of the High School at 
Bath, Pa. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson 
left here yesterday to take up their 
residence in Bath.
S o n s  of Am erica in State  
Convention.
The 42d annual State Convention 
of the Patriotic Order of Americans 
is being held in Philadelphia this 
week. It is expected that 25,000 
men will be in the line of parade to 
day and that 100,000 visitors will 
throng the city.
Mr. K lausfelder Rem em bered on H is  
Birthday.
Emil Klausfelder, the well-known 
manager of Burgess darner’s mills, 
rounded out his forty-eighth year 
last Sunday. Since Saturday even 
ing he has received about 100 post 
cards from relatives and friends in 
honor of his birthday anniversary. 
Mr. Klausfelder returns hearty 
thanks to all who so kindly re­
membered him.
Elocutionary Recital.
Mrs. Jesse Royer Greaves will 
give an elocutionary' recital at 
Ursinus College on Saturday even­
ing, August 31, 1907, at 8 o’clock. 
,Mrs. Greaves will present the story 
of “Tillie, the Mennonite Maid.” 
Mrs. Greave’s reputation as an 
elocutionist of superior attainments 
ensures a delightful presentation of 
a popular character in fiction. 
Therefore, the attendance should be 
large. Admission 25 cents.
C a t Hurled Through C a r  W indow.
Sunday evening a malicious 
colored boy grabbed a big maltese 
cat by the tail and hurled it 
through a window of one of the cars 
of a passenger train near Perkiomen 
Junction. A passenger was struck 
full in the face by the cat and was 
injured by a piece of glass. The 
frightened cat sought refuge under 
a car seat. Officers are looking for 
the boy.
Drow ning Boy Rescued.
Raymond Beers, a canal boy, 
with a pair of mules, fell into the 
Schuylkill under the new Reading 
R. R. bridge at Norristown, Mon­
day. Charles and Earl Whitman, 
of Bridgeport, withdrew the un­
conscious form from the water and 
applied their “ first aid” knowledge. 
By strenuouseffort they finally suc­
ceeded in resuscitating the boy, 
who took a train for his home at Mt. 
Carbon.
C o llision  of Automobiles.
Sunday evening an automobile 
occupied by Jacob Wall and several 
Phoenixville people collided with 
another automobile filled with 
Philadelphians, at the junction of 
the Ridge and Germantown pikes 
near Perkiomen Bridge. The Phila­
delphia machine was upset, its oc 
cupants were thrown out and 
slightly injured. The machine was 
considerably damaged. The occu­
pants of Mr. Wall’s machine were 
jarred but not thrown out, nor was 
the auto much damaged.
Farm ers’ Institutes.
Farmers’ institutes will be held 
by the State Department of Agri­
culture in Pennsylvania during the 
season of 1908. These institutes 
will be in charge of Deputy Secre­
tary Martin, who completed his 
schedule Saturday.' Those to be 
held in this county are as follows: 
King - of - Prussia, Sanuary 13-14; 
Centre Point January 15-16; Har- 
leysville, Sanuary 17-18; East 
Greenville, January 27-28.
Identlly Revealed by Death-Bed  
Confession.
A death-bed confession of his 
identity revealed to George Ander­
son and wife, of No. 1107 West Airy 
street, Norristown, the whereabouts 
of their son George, whom they had 
not seen or heard of in seven years. 
Young Anderson died in the Phoe­
nixville hospital, Sunday, having 
been crushed by a train near Spring 
City at night. He was just con­
scious long enough to express a de­
sire to see his father before he died, 
but death occurred befere the par­
ent’s arrival.
Num ber Seventeen.
The seventeenth child, a son, was 
bom to Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott 
Marsden, of Norristown, Thursday 
Of the seventeen, there are thirteeh 
children living, six boys and seven 
girls. All of the thirteen make 
their home with their parents, and 
at meal times the happy group of 
fifteen are seated at the family 
table. The father is a tip-staff of 
the Quarter Sessions Court and was 
for a number of years constable. 
Both he and Mrs. Marsden received 
many congratulations upon the 
birth of their seventeenth child.
Prof. Rahn  Is a Candidate for 
County Superintendent.
Prof. Warren R. Rahn, principal 
of the Ambler schools, is a candi 
date for the office of County Super­
intendent of public schools, which 
becomes vacant when the term of 
the present incumbent, Prof. J. 
Horace Landis, expires next spring. 
The election will be held the first 
Tuesday of next May. The position 
pays an annual salary of $2500 and 
the term is three years. Prof. 
Rahn has been secretary of the 
County Institute for fifteen years 
and has taught in the county more 
than twenty years. Prof. Landis, 
who is at present serving his first 
term, will also be a candidate to 
succeed himself.
State of Oh io , City  of Toledo, (
Lucas Countt , J 88-
Frank  J .  Cheney  makes oath that he Is 
the senior partner of the firm of F. J .  Cheney 
& Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, 
County and State aforesaid, and that said 
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED 
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh 
that cannot be cured by the use of H all’s 
Catarrh  Cu re . FRANK J .  CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my 
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.. 
1886. ’ 
( j A. W. GLEASON,
J SEAL. >
' Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally 
and acts directly upon the blood and mu­
cous surfaces of the system. Send for testi­
monials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. 
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation
Through C a rs  to R in g in g  R ocks  
Park.
Since Saturday the Schuylkill 
Valley Company has operated 
through cars from Chestnut Hill to 
Ringing Rocks, cars leaving 
Chestnut Hill every forty minutes. 
On Sunday the traffic was very 
heavy and thousands of people 
passed through this borough on 
their way to and from Ringing 
Rocks, Pottstown, and other points. 
A twenty-minute service was main­
tained as far as Trappe, and during 
the evening a ten-minute service as 
far as the upper switch in this 
borough.
Bergey M em oria l Unveiling.
The memorial stone erected over 
the grave of the progenitor of the 
Bergey family in America will be 
unveiled Friday, September 27, 
1907, at 2 p. m. Coaches will leave 
Lansdale station at 12o’clock, sharp. 
Fare to the Lower Salford Mennonite 
burying ground, Harleysville, and 
return, only 50 cents. Those who 
go will please send their names at 
once to Mr. H. Frank Derr, Lans­
dale, Pa. Dr. Martin G. Brum­
baugh, of Philadelphia, and Con­
gressman Wanger, will deliver the 
addresses. Booklets giving the 
program, pictures of the old home­
stead, stone, etc., and a short 
sketch of the family, will be on sale 
the day of the unveiling.
A  Pear Tree That Attracts M uch  
Attention.
Williamsport, Pa., rejoices in a 
pear tree that as a curiosity has 
many of the fruit and vegetable 
freaks heard of from time to time 
beaten. On the tree is a good crop 
of pears of fair size and well on the 
way toward ripening. There are, 
moreover, many blossoms. Some of 
the blossoms appear on the same 
limbs on which there are pears. A 
second crop of blossoms is not un­
common, but to see the fruit and 
blossoms simultaneously on one tree 
is considered by all who have in­
spected the tree as something very 
extraordinary.
Fifth Annual Encam pm ent.
The fifth annnal encampment of 
the Monatauck Camping Club, of 
Philadelphia, is being held once 
more in the vicinity of Collegeville, 
on Edgerton’s meadow, along the 
Perkiomen. All hands are having 
a delightful time. In a recent base 
ball contest with the Tamaqua 
Camping Club the Monataucks won 
by a score of 4 to 3. Those, in camp 
this year are James Curtis Jr, 
Ulrick F. Seeger, R. Percy Smith, 
H. Nicholas Feidens, Wm. Freder­
ick Jerome, Herbert Arthur Jerome, 
Robert S. B. Ackroyd, Edward 
Boyd, Jr.
Farm er Brutally Beaten by 
Apple Thieves.
George C. Smith, a wealthy 
farmer, aged 78 years, living in 
North Coventry township, Chester 
county, opposite Pottstown, .was 
brutally beaten Thursday afternoon 
by persons who were stealing 
apples from his orchard. He 
noticed two negroes, two white 
men and a boy with a horse and 
wagon in the orchard gathering 
fruit and went up to them to drive 
them away. They resented his in­
terference and struck him over the 
head, knocking him. senseless and 
fracturing his skull. The thieves 
escaped.
O ur Public Schools.
The Collegeville public schools 
will open next Monday, September 
2, with the following teachers: 
Principal of High School, J. Howard 
Tyson; Assistant Principal, Miss 
Mabel Hobson; Intermediate, Miss 
Anna R. Evans; Primary, Miss 
Annie Smith. As was noted sev­
eral weeks ago the High School 
work will include a full four years’ 
course and equip pupils to enter the 
first year at college, should they de­
sire to do so. Young persons, re­
siding beyond the limits of our 
borougb, will find it to their ad­
vantage to avail themselves of the 
excellent course of study provided 
for the Collegeville High School.
The exterior of the school build­
ing has been repainted by E.,W. 
David and presents an attractive 
appearance.
Notice to Dog Owners.
Constable Barndt authorizes the 
publication of this notice: All un­
tagged dogs found running at large 
in the borough of Collegeville on 
and after September 6 will be shot. 
Tags can be secured at the County 
Commissioners office, Norristown. 
Constable Barndt says he is not re­
sponsible for the new dog law, as 
he had no hand in framing or pass­
ing it, but he is responsible for the 
enforcement of the law in this bor­
ough. It is to be hoped' therefore, 
that all dog owners will comply 
with the law and not compel the 
constable to perform the unpleasant 
duty of shooting canines.
The Limit of Life.
The most eminent medical scientists are 
unanimous in the conclusion that the gener­
ally accepted limitation of human life is 
many years below the attainment possible 
with the advanced knowledge of which the 
race is now possessed. The critical period, 
that determines its duration, seems to be be­
tween 50 and 60; the proper care of the 
body during this decade, cannot be too 
strongly urged ; carelessness then being 
fatal to longevity, Nature’s best helper 
after 50 is Electric Bitters, the scientific 
tonic medicine that revitalizes every organ 
of the body. Guaranteed by J. W. Culbert, 
the druggist. 50 cents.
Schoo l Children of M ontgom ery
County Commissioners Clerk 
Robert C. Miller has completed his 
annual statement of the enrollment 
of school children of the county and 
has forwarded it to State Superin­
tendent of Public Instruction 
Sbaeffer, at Harrisburg. Clerk 
Miller secured his figures of the en­
rollment from the registry assessors 
who made their returns several 
weeks ago. His statement is quite 
interesting because it not only 
gives the total number of children 
who are attending school in the 
county but as well the number of 
students in each borough and 
township. The total number of 
children is 26,590. Of these Norris­
town leads with 1922 males and 
2068 females or a total of 3990. 
Pottstown is second with a total 
enrollment of 2631. Lower Merion 
leads the townships with an enroll­
ment of 1921.
Strange  W ild  An im al at Large.
It is now asserted that the strange 
wild animal which has been alarm­
ing the rural districts west of 
Pennsburg aDd which was supposed 
to be a kangaroo, is a baboon. Farm­
ers have seen or heard it over a 
territory six miles in extent, be­
tween Gilbertsville and the Perki­
omen. On one occasion it was en­
countered in the old covered bridge 
across the Perkiomen at Mark ley’s 
Mill. No one has yet been able to 
approach near enough to give a 
satisfactory description of the ani­
mal. F. F. Huber, teller of the 
Farmers’ National Bank of Penns­
burg, is organizing a party of meD 
to go in search of the creature with 
dogs and guns. Another posse of 
armed men should be organized to 
specially protect the searching 
party from being mutilated or killed 
by the terrible beast!
D E A T H S .
Mrs. Abram Tyson died Sunday 
at her home in Royersford at the age 
of 74 years. The husband and six 
children—four sons and two daugh­
ters—survive. Deceased was the 
eldest sister of H. H. Fetterolf, of 
this borough. Mr. and Mrs. Tyson 
at one time resided a short dis­
tance above Ironbridge, Perkiomen 
township. The funeral will be 
held this Thursday at 1 p. m. In­
terment at Fern wood cemetery, 
Royersford.
Endorsed By the County.
•‘The most popular remedy In Otsego 
county, and the best friend of my family ” 
writes Wm. M. Dietz, editor and publisher 
of the Otsego Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y • 
“Is Dr. King’s New Discovery. It has proved 
to be an infallible cure for coughs and colds 
making short work of the most of them. 
We always keep a bottle In the house. I 
believe it to be the most valuable prescrip­
tion known for Lung and Throat diseases." 
Guaranteed to never disappoint the taker 
at J. W. Culbert’s drug store. Price 50e. 
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Levina, wife of Abraham Weikel, 
died Monday evening at her resi­
dence, Spring City, at the age of 68 
years. The husband and the follow­
ing children survive: Irwin and 
John Weikel, of Trappe; Jacob and 
Abram Weikel, of Philadelphia; 
Emma, wife of Frank Rahn, of 
Limerick, and Melvin Weikel and 
Ida, wife of George Epright, of 
Spring City. The funeral will be 
held on Saturday at 10.30 a. m. Full 
services and interment at Fernwood 
chapel and cemetery Royersford, at 
11.30 a. m. Relatives and friends 
are invited, without further notice.
P E R S O N A L .
Miss Elizabeth Long of King 0f 
Prussia is visiting Misses Mary 
and Lizzie Kratz.
Mrs. Baker of Philadelphia is 
spending some time with Mrs. S. 
Sponsler.
Miss Edith Hartzell, of Cbalfont, 
spent several days of last week 
with Margaret Moser.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Eves and son 
Schuyler vjsited friends in Mill­
ville, Pa., the past week.
Mr- A. K. Kneule, the veteran 
editor of the'Daily Register, Norris­
town, was in town Tuesday and 
favored the scribe with a visit.
Mrs. -F. Hachman, and Miss Mary 
Fie, of Philadelphia, were in town 
on Tuesday. Mrs. Hachman, 
formerly Miss Brunner, resided in 
this vicinity some years ago and 
her friends were all glad to see her.
Mr. Charles Levengood and 
family have moved to Norristown.
Mr. and Mrs. George Spangler 
have gone to housekeeping at 
Jenkintown.
Mr. Ralph E. Miller, of Tioga, en­
tertained the Collegeville sewing 
circle at her home Tuesday.
Rev. J5-. C. Yost D. D., and family 
have returned from Ocean Grove.
Harry Bartman, Robert Bordner, 
Clarence Scheuren and Lawrence 
Walt are enjoying camp life along 
the Perkiomen, this week.
Mr. James Auman Mrs. W. H. 
Rankin and daughter, of German­
town, Mr. and Mrs. George Young, 
of Philadelphia, and Miss Bertha 
Potts, of Reading, were the guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Ingram, Sun* 
day.
Rev. F. W. Randall, formerly 
pastor of the Lower Providence 
Baptist church, and now pastor of 
the Baptist church at Medford, N. 
J., is visiting some of his old 
parishioners in Lower Providence. 
He is getting on splendidly with 
his Medford charge.
Jo ttin g s From  Limerick.
Charles Decker, son of James 
Decker, is now employed as a meat 
cutter at the Norristown Asylum. 
On Friday he cut 2800 pounds of 
meat.
Mrs. M. F. Loucks and Mrs. 
John Buckwalter are v isiting  S  
W. Loucks at Cape May. 7 
A. C. Lagner, the new owneif of 
the Brooks farm, is having ! an 
artesian well drilled on his 
premises.
W. O. Taylor visited Tremont, 
Massachusetts, last week.
Raymond Holt is the guest of 
Mrs. Jesse Hartzell.
Miss Katharine Umstead, of 
Norristown, is the guest of Miss 
Anna Taylor, this week.
Robert K. Kline and family, of 
Philadelphia, are spending their 
vacation with T. D. Kline and 
family.
Miss Emma Porr has returned 
from her visit to friends in Reading.
Miss Marne Schlichter is nursing 
a very sore foot, the result of her 
having spilled hot water on it, 
Monday.
Paul Kline is visiting friends in 
Berks county.
Miss Estella Evans has returned 
to her work in Philadelphia.
T. D. Kline, Wm. Gaugler, Harry 
Stein metz, and Fred. Bersinger, 
went down to Anglesea, N. J., on 
Wednesday of last week, to catch 
fish. On a similar trip ' last year 
they caught 250 pounds, but their 
recent efforts were not so well re­
warded. They encountered high 
seas, and one of the party ex­
perienced much discomfort in the 
belt region. However, they re­
turned home with about 25 lbs. of 
fish.
Mrs. Daniel Swavely died Satur­
day at her home near the Square at 
the age of 23 years. A husband 
and one child survive. Funeral 
this Thursday at 10 a. m. Inter­
ment at Pottstown.
Philip Rosbon, of Fruitville, 
died Sunday at the age of 89 years,
6 months and 23 days. Two sons 
and two daughters survive. 
Funeral this Thursday at 10.30. 
Interment in Swamp Reformed 
church cemetery, undertaker F. W. 
Shalkop, of Trappe, in charge.
The following were the guests of 
M. R. Brubaker and family, Sun­
day: John Wisler, Edwin Wisler, 
Lizzie Wisler and Leah Wisler, of 
Lititz, Pa., Mrs. Franklin Bentz, 
Mrs. Pierce Long, Sadie Long, Esta 
Long and John Long, of Brunners- 
ville, and Mrs. Tyson, Lizzie Hun- 
sicker and Mrs. Stearly.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC, 3
A Blue Sunday  U p  the State.
The 15,000 citizens of Dubois, Pa., 
Sunday had a taste of life under the 
most stringent Blue Law ever en­
forced. Mayor Lewis Boyer 
ordered that everything stop, and 
everything stopped. Street cars, 
wagons and everything else stopped 
at 9 a. m., and until midnight not a 
wheel turned. Sunday newspapers 
were suspended. But stranger 
than all of the other things affected 
were the services in the big 
churches. The high-priced organ­
ists and choirs were not at their 
places because of the Mayor’s order 
that salaried musicians are workers 
whether they work in a church or a 
theatre. No one questioned his 
decision, at least not to the extent 
of disobeying his order. The people 
had to walk to church. The Mayor’s 
decree read that private carriages 
or automobiles could not move with­
out endangering the liberty of their 
owners. None moved. Mayor 
Boyer is opposed to the Sunday 
Blue Law, and his drastic action is 
aimed at its supporters. “There 
will be no discrimination while I 
am Mayor,” declared he. “Work 
is work. I may order them to stop 
taking collections in church. This 
has the spirit of commercialism and 
means work for those who pass the 
plates. If the people want such 
laws I will show them that I can en­
force them.”
E vansburg  an d  Vicinity.
Miss Alice Casselberry spent a 
few days last week with Dr. M. 
Beyer, of Bustleton. '
Mrs. Oneill and daughter Grace, 
of Philadelphia, are visiting Rev. F. 
S. Balleutine and family.
Mr. and Mrs. James Naves, of 
Philadelphia, are visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. C. W. Casselberry.
Mr. and Mrs. Brewster returned 
home Monday after spending sev­
eral weeks with their - son at 
Hollybeech, N. J.
Theodore Hallman is having a 
new fence erected in front of his 
property occupied by Wm. Wanner. 
D. B. Anderson is doing the work.
Miss Florence Miller, of Phila­
delphia, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. 
Mary Champlin.
Mr. and Mrs. Hesser and son 
Matlock spent Sunday with Mr. and 
Ups. Jacob Davis.
A number of young people chap­
eroned by Rev. F. S. Ballentine 
journeyed to Valley Forge on Mon­
day. They all report having had a 
good time.
Mr. Harry Heyser and sons of 
Norristown spent Sunday with 
Samuel Heyser.
Work on the pike has been be­
gun at last. There is some prospect 
of having the stones covered now.
ON-
LABOR DAY, M ONDAY, S E P T . 2.
FORTY ACRES OF SUPERB LAND IN 375 BUILDING LOTS
WILL THEN BE FORMALLY THROWN OPEN TO THE PUBLIC BY THE TROOPER 
HEIGHTS REALTY COMPANY FOR SELECTION AND PURCHASE.
These are pronounced the finest and. best located lots now offered anywhere, excepting none*
Ponder Over These Advantages ■ third com ing; one fare from Norristown.
Fine elevation, macadam roads, first-class trolley service, good drainage, excellent water, rich soil, 
fiifty-foot avenues, a tree on every lot.
These are some of the reasons for the remarkable real estate advances above Norristown in the 
last five years. The next five will do as well, and better!
Buy Lots at Trooper Heights now ! It will be a wise investment. It w ill not slip away like some 
things that are not real estate.
Go and Take a Real Look at Trooper Heights Next Monday!
Lots sold for cash or $10.00 down and $2.50 monthly installments. In case of death before all 
installments are paid a deed is given for lots fully paid.
Further information on Monday on the grounds. Visitors will be shown around and questions 
will be answered by the Company’s representatives.
Music All Afternoon by Two First-Class Bands!
Everybody welcom e! Spend the last holiday of the summer pleasantly and profitably at Trooper 
Heights. See it as you have never seen it before, and buy a lot at this favored spot more cheaply than
you Win ever buy it again. T R O O P E R  H E IG H T S  R E A L T Y  C O M P A N Y .
Item s From  T rappe .
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Weikel 
spent Tuesday and Wednesday of 
this week at Willow Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Asbenfelter, of 
Philadelphia, were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Thomas, Sun 
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Steinbright, 
of Blue Bell, were the guests of 
Anna R. Alderfer and Mr. and Mrs. 
James R. Weikel, Saturday and 
Sunday.
Ira Saylor, of Conshobocken, was 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. 
Keller, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Rambo visited 
Wm. Steiner and family, of Zieglers- 
ville, Sunday.
Harvest Home services will be 
held in the Lutheran church next 
Sunday at 10 a. m.
Mrs. Mathieu and sons are 
spending the week at Sea Isle City, 
N. J.
Philip Williard, accompanied by 
Wm. Bromer, of Schwenksville, is 
visiting relatives and friends in 
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Keeler and 
daughter, and Miss Edna Guyer, of 
Reading, were the guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. M. H. Keeler the past 
week.
Wm. McHarg is out again, after a 
severe illnens.
The public school of this borough 
will open next Monday, September 
2, with Miss Georgine Dismant and 
Miss Gertrude Sipple, as teachers. 
The Directors have provided new 
desks for the primary department.
“Everybody Should Know”
Bays U. G. Hays, a prominent business man 
®an of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen’s Arnica 
Salve is the quickest and surest healing 
salve ever applied to a sore, burn or wound, 
or to a case of piles. I’ve used it and know 
* ta t I’m talking about.” Guaranteed by 
«• W. Culbert, the druggist. 35 cents.
FROM OAKS.
Miss Lela R. Rittenbouse desires 
to thank her many friends from 
Lower Providence, Philadelphia, 
Audubon, and Oaks, for the pleas- 
ant postal surprise tendered her on 
Wednesday, August 21. She re­
ceived one hundred and forty-three 
cards. She appreciates the kindly 
remembrance of her friends and 
thanks them very much for their 
most acceptable offerings of friend­
ship.
We were visited Saturday by Mr. 
and Mrs. Howard Yocum, little Miss 
Frances Yocum, Mrs. George Al­
bright, Mrs: Ebert, and Mrs. Cross­
cup, and little Miss Lillian Young. 
Drove all the way over to see us, in­
dividually and collectively, and we 
appreciated the effort and felt highly 
honored. Mrs. Ebert’s father was 
a Boy in Blue of ’61, was badly 
wounded at the battle of Antietam 
and was transferred to the Invalid 
Corps, doing duty at Camp Morton, 
Indiana. Mrs. Ebert was a young 
Miss those days, but she has not 
forgotten the days of the civil war.
Well, he who fought in the battle 
of Antietam fought a fight unsur­
passed by any battles of ancient or 
modern times. The Southerner came 
there to stay, and was fairly rooted 
to the ground. Believing that the 
presence of Lee’s army in the State 
of Maryland would add another 
State to the Southern Confederacy, 
and Mason and Dixon’s line would 
be the dividing line between North 
and South, as it was between free­
dom and slavery. Though Mary­
land was a most conservative slave 
State, yet the inhabitants of the hill 
country were true to the old flag 
and did not look upon the flag of 
strange device with any great favor. 
They had not forgotten the brave 
deeds of General Smallwood’s brave 
Marylanders in the Revolutionary 
war or the last signer of the Declar­
ation of Independence to die, he of 
the Crescent State, or did they not 
love dear the memory of the author 
of our national anthem, The Star 
Spangled Banner ? How then could 
they love any other flag but Old 
Glory? Ten thousand Marylanders 
cast their lot with the Southern 
Confederacy. General Kenly’s bri­
gade did good duty in the Union 
army, and it would be quite natural 
when two Marylanders met in battle, 
one a Confederate, the other aUnion 
soldier, they fought to the finish. 
In the little battleof South Mountain 
so many men were killed the South­
erners threw their dead down the 
wells, on the farms near by, and the 
trail from Stony Creek, at Middle 
town, to the Antietam creek, was 
marked with dead and wounded of 
the enemy, and that is no exagger­
ation. The way the Southerner 
fought showed quite plainly that 
they came there to stay, to die, and 
thousands of them did die and staid 
there. It seemed strange, that peo­
ple who were so opposed to war, 
non-combatants, conscientious, who 
made conscience a duty, that the 
war should be carried to their very 
doors and the battle raged fearfully 
in and around the Little Dunkard 
Church. Ex-Governor Pennypacker 
referred to the same in one of his 
speeches at the dedication of the 
monuments at Antitam, two or three 
years ago. Antietam, where free­
dom, justice, honor, grappled with 
treason, dishonor, slavery, in the 
very throes of death. Antietam, 
where freedom had a new birth. 
The Rev. Mr. McKee, pastor of the 
Green Tree church, and his good 
wife, were born years after the bat­
tle, but near by the battlefield of 
Antietam, and worshiped in the 
Little Brick Church. The church 
was a target for the Union batteries 
as long as it sheltered an enemy, a 
perfect torrent of shot and shell 
beat upon it. But it stood the 
pounding as well as a massive 
cathedral, the God of battles staying 
the hand of destruction and desola-
tion, and the Little' Brick Church 
remains to this day a silent monitor 
of what was, and a living monument 
of a Providential escape from de­
struction. Time changes all things 
to the good or to the bad, and what 
happened then lives only in the 
memories of the past.
Several of our people went to At­
lantic City, Sunday, taking advant­
age of the cheap fares to the city by 
the sea offered by the Pennsy R. R. 
Among the number was Mr. John 
U. Francis, Jr.,and John U.Brower.
The thunder shower, Saturday 
evening and night, cooled thé at­
mosphere Sunday. It was quite 
natural it should rain, because the 
weatherman prophesied fair weather.
Some one hundred and fifty or 
more attended the social given by 
the Young People of the Green Tree 
church and were entertained at the 
residence of Rev. Mr. McKee, Tues­
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Deemer, ot Norris­
town, visited Mr. and Mrs. A. J. 
Brower, Saturday.
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. 
A. J. Hrower, who had a serious at­
tack of cholera infantum, is very 
much better. He was a siek boy.
Horace S. Frederici, who for sev­
eral years was operator at the tower 
at the crossing, has been promoted 
and has charge of the interlocking 
switches between Reading and 
Norristown.
A large brood of Eagles of Phœ- 
nixville, not the other eagles, but 
the other kind, spent Sunday in 
Boyer’s meadow.
Andrew Pfleiger, whowas injured 
badly by a chunk of frozen ashes 
falling on his foot several years ago, 
will have an operation performed on 
his leg and foot.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosseup, who have 
been summering with Mr. and Mrs. 
Ben Famous, will return to the city 
this week. Mr. Crosscup is a Sun­
day school worker, and taught the 
Bible class in the Green Tree Sun­
day school. Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Famous and Mr. and Mrs. Crosscup 
visited Valley Forge park, Sunday, 
calling at Nick’s Roost.
It will not be many days until the 
frost is on the pumpkin, and as we 
are dependent on John McBride for 
our pumpkin pies, wc can only 
smile and be glad, for we know 
John’s a sure dependence.
Miss Minerva Radcliff visited 
Willow Grove, Sunday.
While the children of Mr. Hass- 
ington, of Port Kennedy, were out 
driving with their pony and pony 
cart, the pony stumbled while going 
dpwu hill, fell, broke the shafts and 
threw the occupants out. Fortun­
ately no one was hurt. The pony 
bruised its nose. As said pony is : 
only thirty-five years old, it ought 
to have known better.
The Misses Major entertained the 
following people at their beautiful 
home on Main street, Norristown, 
Saturday evening of last week: Miss 
Laura Money, Miss Hartrine, Mr. 
John Rhoads of Norristown, Mr. 
Trumbauer of Conn., and Misses 
Katie Detwiler, Susan Jones, Edna 
Gotwals, Leila Price, Breta Nichols, 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Francis, 
Messrs. George Yocum, Wilmer 
Keyser, Warren Detwiler, of Oaks; 
Miss Alice White of Pboenixville, 
Mr. George Ebert and Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Ashenfelter of Philadelphia.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In the 
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet; 
winter extras, new, $3.2503.40; Penn­
sylvania roller, clear, $3.60®3.75; city 
mills, fancy, $5.30@5.50. RYE FLOUR 
steady; per barrel, $4.50@4.6o. WHEAT 
firm; No. 2 Pennsylvania red, 91%© 
92c. CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 
69%@70c. OATS firm; No. 2 white, 
clipped, 66c.; lower grades, 61%c. 
HAY firm; timothy, large bales, $23® 
23.50. PORK firm; family, per barrel, 
$20.50. BEEF steady; beef hams, per 
barrel, $23@24. POULTRY: Live firm; 
hens, 14%@15c.; old roosters, 10c. 
Dressed steady; choice fowls, 16%c.; 
old roosters, 10@llc. BUTTER firm; 
extra creamery, 28c. EGGS firm; se­
lected. 24® 26c.; nearby, 22c.; south­
ern, 19® 26c. POTATOES firm; per 
basket, 33® 35c.; sweet potatoes, North 
Carolina, per barrel, $3.2503.50.
NEW YORK—BUTTER firm; cream­
ery specials, Me.; do., extras, 25%c.; 
state dairy, common to finest, 19@24c.; 
western imitation creamery firsts, 20% 
@21c. CHEESE strong; state, full 
cream, small, colored, fine, 13c.; skims, 
l@ llc. EGGS firm; state, Pennsylva­
nia and nearby, fancy, selected, white, 
28@30c.; do., good to choice, 24®26c.; 
brown and mixed, fancy, 24@26c.; 
western firsts, 20@21c. POULTRY: 
Live barely steady; western chickens, 
16%c.; fowls, 14%c.; turkeys, 13c. 
Dressed quiet; western broilers, 17® 
20c.; turkeys, 12@15c.; fowls, 14@15c. 
POTATOES firm; white, per barrel, 
$1.5002.50; sweets, yellow, $803.75; 
red and white, $2.5003.25. CABBAGE 
steady, $3.50® 6 per 100.
PUBLIC SALE OF ONE CAR* LOAD OF
WESTERN PA. AND VIRGINIA
FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS­
DAY, AUGUST 29, 1907, at Dunn’s hotel, 
Gratersford, Pa., one full carload of West­
ern Pa. and Virginia cows. Most of them 
are fresh. I have right good cows in the 
lot. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions 
by J. H. FISHER, Agt.
pUBLIC SALE OF
OHIO COWS !
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
AUGUST 30, 1907, a t Limerick Centre 
Hotel, Montg. Longaker, proprietor, one 
carload of fresh Ohio cows, consisting of 
full-blooded Durhams and Holsteins; good 
baggers and milkers. Do not miss this 
sale for first-class stock. Sale at 1 p. m. 
Conditions by
WALTER BROS.
Frank Peterman, auct. Wm. Wagner, cl’k.
F or  rent .A brick house, with modern improve­ments, in Collegeville. Apply to 
8-29. G. W. ZIMMERMAN.
>R SALE.
Solid rubber-tire buggy. Apply to 
JOANNA WEIKEL, Collegeville, Pa.
S '
TONE FOR SALE.
Good building stone. Apply to
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa-
pUBLIC SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold on the premises, near Perki 
omen Bridge, Collegeville, on WEDNES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1907, the follow­
ing personal property: 1 cow; 40 
Chickens, to be sold by the pound; 
seven-piece bed-room set, six-piece bed­
room set, single bed, bureau and wash- 
stand, 2 folding springs, plain spring for 
folding bed, 3 mattresses, pillows and 
bolsters of home-raised geese feathers, 
pillow cases, bolster cases and pillow 
shams, sheets, quilts and comforts, pair of 
blankets, towels, hair-cloth sofa, 4 cane- 
seated chairs and one rocking chair to 
match, spring rocker, 3 cane-seated rock­
ers, porch rocker, 4 mirrors, parlor table, 
sideboard, drop-leaf cherry table, eight- 
foot extension table, dozen wooden chairs, 
couch, settee, 3 small stands, wood chest, 
corner cupboard, milk cupboard, 30 yards 
of Brussels carpet, 40 yards rag carpet, 
8 yards oil cloth, heating stove, stove 
pipe and drum attached, No. 7 range, cook 
stove, 8-day clock, alarm clock, 4 vases, 3 
lamps, 3 large pictures, table cover, lap 
cover, carriage whip, window shades and 
curtains, 2 butter boxes with ice coolers, 
butter scale and weights, butter tub, but­
ter churn, 2 wash tubs, clothes wringer, 
2 meat tubs, sauer kraut tub, steelyards, 
lawn mower, sausage grinder, sausage 
stuffer, all kinds dishes and glassware, 
tablespoons, teaspoons, knives, forks, 2 
large butcher knives, 3 flat-irons, milk 
pails and pans, large and small crocks, 
bread pans, dish pans, pie plates, empty 
fruit jars, 5 frying pans, tea kettle, 5 
boilers, wash boiler, 4 lard cans, 4 jugs, 
step ladder, watering pot, window screens. 
Sale to commence at 1.30 p. m. Condi­
tions by SOPHIA LANDIS,
Executrix Estate of Reuben Landis, dec’d.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
plIBLIC SALE OF
Fresh and Springer Cows
^  ^  
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR­
DAY, AUGUST 31, 1907, at Porr’s hotel, 
Limerick, Pa., 30 head of extra good, 
young, large fresh and springer cows, 
the kind the farmers and dairymen in this 
section can make money on. Those who 
are looking for good baggers and milkers 
should not fail to attend this sale. Also 
5 nice stock bulls. Sale a t 1 o’clock p. m. 
Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER. 




Will be sold at public sale on TUES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1507, at Sunnysid^ 
Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., 25 head of 
fresh cows and springers, selected by a 
competent jndge from the farms of Clarion 
county, Pa. This load consists of some 
very choice cows, the kind that will prove 
profitable to the farmer and dairymen. 
Gentlemen, come and see them and judge 
for yourselves. Sale at 1 o’lock p. m. 
Conditions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN. 
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
PUBLIC SALE OF TWO CAR* LOADS OF
FRESH COWS!
For sale .New cream separator, 150 qts. per 
hour capacity. Apply to
A: SHARP, Eagleville, Pa. 
On Burley farm, Lower Providence. 8-29-3t
For  sale .Vigorous, thoroughbred, single-comb, Rhode Island cockerels at $1 00 each. Ap­
ply to JOHN LANDES, Yerkes, Pa.
Lost .August 27, between the Collegeville mills and Culp’s blacksmith shop, a 
pocketbook containing money. Finder 
will be rewarded by restoring pocketbook 
and contents to
WM. AMTSFELD, Collegeville, Pa.
WANTED.A home in a Christian family liv­
ing in the country. Catholic. Apply to 
1506 ARCH STREET,
8-8. Philadelphia, Pa.
Repo rtOF THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE­VILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLE, IN 
THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE 
OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 22, 1907.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts....................... $49,833 24
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured—  10 55
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation. 25,000 00
Premiums on U. S . Bonds ..................  1,093 75
Bonds, securities, etc...................... 44,879 63
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,461 54
Due from National Banks (not reserve
agents).........................................   520 24
Due from approved reserve agents. 18,239 25
Checks and other cash item s...... .......  9 00
Notes of other National Banks..........  240 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.......................................* 66 57
Lawful Money Reserve in Hank, viz:
Specie..................... .......... $5,857 75
Legal-tender notes.. . . .  ... 800 00— 6,657 75
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent, of circulation)............ . 1,250 00
T otal......... .....................................$156,261 52
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in ................................ $25,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid............... ........... -........ 847 69
National Bank notes outstanding— :. 25,000 00
Due to other National Banks..................  1,333 10
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks ................................   962 85
Individual deposits subject to check... 61,331 01
Savinas Deposits ................................... 41)763 87
Cashier’s checks outstanding ............  33 00
T otal................................... $156,261*52
State of Pennsylvania, County ? _ 
of Montgomery, 5 *
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above 
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above 
statement is true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th 
day of August, 1907.JOSEPH C. LANDES, Notary Public. 




J. H. FRANTZ, Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.
CHEAP FARM.
For  male.Two rustic chairs, rustic flower vase, and rustic bench, all fine work. Price $30 
for the lot. Apply to 
8-8-3t. J. S. JEWELL, Trappe, Pa.
Will be sold at public sale on TUES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1907, at Perki- 
omen Bridge Hotel, two carloads of fresh 
cows direct from Mercer and Centre 
counties. Gentlemen, I am coming with a 
lot of choice, large cows—the kind I know 
will suit you in every particular. ‘My aim 
is always to supply you with just what 
you are looking for. Please remember 
day and date and favor me with your 
presence at the sale. Every cow will be 
sold for the high dollar. Sale at 1 p. m. 
Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
jpUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
AND LOT OF SHOATS. SHEEP AND 
LAMBS AT PRIVATE SALE.
F OR SALE.
good as new. Will be sold cheap. Apply 
to G. F. CLAMER,
8-8. Collegeville, Pa.
For  sale .A two-seated open trap, with rubber tire, pole and shafts, in good order. Ap­
ply to R. H. GRATER,
Carriage Builder, Collegeville, Pa.
8-l-3t.
33̂  miles from station, miles from 
trolley, 40 acres, 8-room stone house, 
lawn, shade, fruits, ' meadow, good out­
buildings. Price $2000. Cash $1000, bal­
ance mortgage at 4 percent.
■J^DTICE TO TAXPAYER*.
The School Tax Duplicate for the 
year 1907 for the Township of Upper 
Providence, has been placed in the hands 
of the undersigned Collector. All persons 
who shall within sixty (60) days from 
July 2, 1907, make payment of any taxes 
charged against them in said duplicate, 
shall be entitled to a reduction of five per 
centum from the amount thereof; and all 
persons who shall fail to make payment 
of any taxes charged against them in said 
duplicate on or before the 3lst day of De­
cember, shall be charged five per cent, ad­
ditional on the taxes charged against 
them, which will be added thereto. Cor­
respondence to receive attention must in 
all cases be accompanied by postage for 
reply. The Collector will be a t the follow­
ing places to receive said tax :
At my home, Green Tree, near Oaks, 
August 30 and 81, all day.
JOSEPH UMSTEAD, 
Collector of Upper Providenoe Township.
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 2, 1907, at Beckman’s
hotel, Trappe, one carload of fresh cows 
and 100 shoats direct from Mercer county. 
The cows are choice stock, large in size, 
finely shaped, and big milkers and testers. 
The shoats are in good, thriving condition 
and merit the attention of buyers. Also 
lot of sheep and lambs at private sale. 
Farmers and dairymen, don’t miss this 
sale, as I have just wbat you are looking- 
for, and will sell all stock, rain or shine. 
Sale at 1.30. Conditions by
HARRY SEANOR. 
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
STRAYED,A stray cow came to the premises of 
the undersigned, near Collegeville. Owner- 
can repossess the animal by proving prop­
erty, and paying for this advertisement.
WM. FIE, Upper Providence. 
Bartholomew Farm.
s1IT R A Y E D .Strayed from the premises of the un­
dersigned a small dehorned red cow. Suit­
able reward will be paid for information 
leading to the recovery of the animal. Ad­
dress, E. A. RUTHMAN,'
8-29. Eagleville, Pa.
GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Notice to ta x pa y er*.County Taxes.
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved 
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto, 
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet 
the taxpayers of said county at the following 
named places and time for the purpose of re­
ceiving the County, State and Hog Taxes for 
the year 1907, assessed In their respective dis­
tricts, viz:
Taxes «ill be received at the County Treas­
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep 
tember 15, from 8.80 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to 
8 p. m.Correspondence to receive attention must he 
accompamled with postage for reply and in all 
cases location of property, whether in Township 
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after Sep 
tember 10 will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or 
before September 16, 1907, will be given Into the 
bands of a collector, when 6 per cent, will be 
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
HENRY B. FREED, 
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Fa. 
County Treasurer’s Offioe, Norristown, Pa., 
April 1,1907.
Notice.The aDhual meeting of the stock­holders of the Collegeville Gas Company 
will be held in the hall of the Collegeville 
Fire Company, September 8, 1907, between 
the hours of 2 and 3 o’clock, p. m., for the 
purpose of electing a board of directors 
for the ensuing year, and such other busi­
ness as may come before the meeting.
8-8. ‘ W. P. FENTON, Secretary.
WANTSTo rent with privilege, of buying a 
little farm in Pennsylvania, less than forty 
miles from Philadelphia. Half cash ad­
vanced. Upto-date farmer. Best possi­
ble reference. Describe fully, give loca­
tion, price of rent and sale.
I. F. POND,
Sub-Station 12, Philadelphia, Pa.
WHEN YOU WANT TO HUY OR SELL REAL ESTATE 
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
F OR SALE.acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along 
pike and trolley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2 
acres, first-class residence, easy terms, 
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91 
acres, 2 houses, large barn,, $3200; 80 acres, 
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14- 
room mansion, hath, hot and cola water, 
heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15. Eagleville. Pa.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
Duncan, P. C.
By EMILE GIRARD,
ilCopyrighted, 1007, by Homer Spragne. íj»
Marion looked up hopefully as the 
card was brought her. Even the an­
nouncement of Duncan’s name was 
comforting. But the little oblong of 
cardboard bore. In addition to the name, 
the Initials P. C. Perhaps It meant 
“penitent culprit" Duncan was al­
ways doing odd things. The magic let­
ters might be his expression of regret.
But when he came briskly into the 
room there was no penitential sorrow 
In his countenance—only the same mer­
ry twinkle of the eyes, the old lifting 
of the corners of the mouth.
“They tell me that Tad is no bet­
ter,” he said as he took Marlon’s hand.
. ’‘As you will perceive from my card, I 
am a physician to children.”
Marlon’s face darkened. This, then, 
was the meaning of the card. He was 
worried about her brother. For a mo­
ment she was minded to renew the old 
quarrel, but she needed help and sym 
pathy, and so she laid her head on his 
shoulder and sobbed out her troubles.
Her father had been obliged to go to 
Europe on business and had taken his 
wife with him. Marlon had been left 
in charge of her nine-year-old brother, 
and almost before the ship had passed 
Sandy Hook Tad had come down with 
typhoid.
His robust constitution had thrown 
off the disease, but the battle had left 
him weak and listless, and even the 
gray bearded physician was worried.
“There is no actual danger," he ex­
plained to Marlon, “but he must be 
roused from this lethargy or he will go 
into a decline.”
He had ccmfided the same fear to 
Henry Duncan when he met the latter 
on the street and the younger man had 
asked after his little chum. Then, de­
spite the misunderstanding between 
Marion and himself, he could hold out 
no longer, and his call was the result.
“If he should die before mother 
comes back, what should I do?” wailed 
Marlon.
“Send a cable,” advised Duncan 
promptly, “but there Is not going to be 
any more worry now that the physi­
cian to children has stepped in. May I 
see my patient?”
Marlon led him to the boy’s room. 
Tad’s face lighted as he saw Duncan,
TAD FED THE ELEPHANTS.
and his fingers twined confidingly 
about the man’s firm hand. Duncan 
was shocked at the thinness of the 
fingers, but he gave no sign.
“What’s the matter, old chap?” he 
fiefnanded, with a voice now wonder­
fully gentle. “They tell me you don’t 
'  find the world any good any more.” 
“I’m tired,” said Tad plaintively.
“I’ll bet you’d not be too tired to go 
to a circus,” said Duncan.
Tad shook his head.
"There ain’t  any,” he said. “I was 
asking Dr. Stanton. He says It’s too 
early for them.”
“Circuses are no good if they are 
picked before they are ripe,” admitted 
Henry, “but if you don’t  want too big 
a circus I think I can get one for you.” 
“I don’t  want a play circus,” ex­
plained the boy. “I’ve got some play 
circuses. One’s in a book, and the oth­
er’s in the cupboard.”
“We got him a toy circus and a cir­
cus book,” whispered Marion. “He has 
somehow set his mind on a circus. It 
(Will be a long time before one comes."
“There are no more circuses,” reit­
erated Tad sadly. “They’ve all gone 
away.”
“R ats!” laughed Duncan. “That shows 
all you know about circuses. Will a 
little circus do-—a real circus, only with 
one ring?”
“Beal horses, real everything?" de­
manded the boy.
“Everything except the tent and the 
fed lemonade. You see, in winter they 
£eep circuses in houses, so the elephant 
Won’t  get his ears frostbitten. I bet 
If you had ears as big as an elephant’s 
¡you wouldn’t  like to get your ears 
frostbitten.”
The boy laughed in delight at the 
fancy and beat the counterpane with 
his fragile hand.
“Then there’s the giraffe,” went -on 
Duncan. “Why, when he starts to 
cough it’s a full minute before it Wrig­
gles up his throat So they keep cir­
cuses in hothouses, just like plants.” 
“And there really Is circuses?”
“You get rested up and we’re going 
to one tomorrow,” assured Henry. 
“Really and truly?”
“Man’s word," declared Henry as he
put out his band. “Now, you get bet­
ter quick, so Df. Stanton won’t  say 
that you can’t come. I’ll be here at 
11.”
With a pat on the curly head, he 
rose and left the room. Marion fol­
lowed him down the hall.
“He will be awfully disappointed to­
morrow,” she said doubtfully.
“Don’t  believe, it,” laughed Duncan. 
“You leave it to me, and that boy will 
be champion scrapper of the block in 
another month. I have Stanton’s per­
mission to assume the case. He ad­
mits his Inability to meet the situation. 
My fee Is very large, though,” he warn­
ed. “It Is nothing less than a wife by 
the name of Marion.”
“I don’t think you will be kept wait­
ing for the fee,” she replied, blushing. 
“I’m sorry I was so mean.”
“So am I,” he agreed absently. “That 
is,” quickly, “I mean I am sorry I was 
mean. I’ll be around In the morning.” 
She watched him stride up the street 
with his springy step and turned back 
into the house greatly comforted. 
Somehow Henry Duncan always 
brought comfort where he came. She 
had been so foolish to allow a petty 
misunderstanding to come between 
them!
Tad was sitting up, ready dressed, 
when Henry drove up to the door the 
next morning. Already the queer med­
icine had commenced to act, for he 
was far more like his old self, and a 
slight flush of excitement tinged the 
cheek that had threatened to fade iqto 
the waxen pallor of death.
Duncan wrapped the boy up warmly, 
and, with a flourish of the whip, they 
were off. Away out past the town 
they went into the country, not yet 
freed from the thraldom of Jack Frost, 
though there was a promise of spring 
in the soft air.
I t  was to a place very unlike a circus 
that Duncan drove, a collection of 
long, low barns and one large, square 
building, but when they entered the 
latter, behold, there was a real circus 
ring, with a band in one comer, labori­
ously going over unfamiliar music.
A stout man nodded to Henry and 
stooped to greet Tad.
“You’re going to have a circus all 
to yourself,” he promised. “Want to 
feed the elephant?”
“I haven’t  any peanuts.” Tad’s lip 
began to quiver, but Henry drew a bag 
from his pocket.
He led the way to one of the barns, 
where Tad fed the elephants and was 
permitted to go much closer to the 
lion’s cage than he could at the . big 
circus. A man standing by even plucked 
a hair from the lion’s tail and present­
ed it to Tad with due ceremony. Then 
they went back to the big building and 
sat through a long, delightful dress re­
hearsal of the Boston Brothers’ Un­
paralleled Railroad Circus and Menag­
erie. He was even permitted to see the 
cars shining in their new paint and 
was permitted personally to talk with 
the clown while Duncan talked with 
Manager Boston of the chances of an 
early season in the south.
“Good luck to you,” Henry said as 
they shook hands in parting. You’ve 
saved one youngster’s life, and the sea­
son is not yet open.”
“He’ll be a mascot,” said Boston as 
he waved a farewell. “Glad you 
brought him out.”
It was past supper time when Duncan 
turned a very sleepy little boy over to 
his sister. Tad looked up drowsily as 
Marion put him to bed.
“There is circuses,” he announced, 
“really and truly ones like Henry said.
And I got a lion’s tail,” he added as 
his sleep heavy eyelids closed.
Marlon came into the parlor, where 
Duncan paced the floor.
“Are you a magician?” she asked 
smilingly. Duncan shook his head.
“I knew Boston was going to take 
his show south early this year and got 
permission to bring Tad to the dress 
rehearsal. Have I earned my fee?”
“How can you earn what was al­
ready yours?” demanded Marion as he 
drew her to him.
H A T S
Trimmed Free 
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Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.
SATURDAYS AT 1 P. M.
“ O ' T h 0 S £  ™  o " » , t b .
Men’s Serge Outing Suits
All - Wool— Navy Bine
Splendid $10.00 Suits
£L£oun<J ? well-known maker with too 
a stock on hand, which he was 
willing to sell, even at a loss That’s vour
K U S T Ä  «  “ “  w s T l H f
=*v
SIZES 34 TO 42
Wen-shaped trousers, with cuff bottoms |  beYt
Men’s OutingSuits
$12 & $15 Values Specially Priced at
suifc.tyl! s w i» T fort. “ “ blned these splendidly-made S*nSle~breasted three-button coats, Iona cu t but 
toning low; wide lapels; half lined with mohair ^ p « . 
top trousers, with cuff bottoms & belt loop™ P * '
SIZES 34 TO 42.
$7.50
The $3.00, $4.0Q & $5.00 Kinds Reduced Now to $ 1 .5 0
THE FAMOUS “REGATTA” & “MOTHERS’ FRIEND” MAKES
In plain whlte & fancy Patterned chambrays, madras, ducks, pique & cheviots.
We Ap e e t  &E:ĉ m p I ^ c f ^  Wf " 'ih nT ;  Hi9h-Class Ga“  Ro g e r s '!_____________________ T, m tw  YORK CITY, as Well as for the Celebrated “ROSLYN” MODELS.
Second Floor, Market & Seventh Streets.
&
PHILADELPHIA— LIT  BR O T H  ERS=PHILflDELPHIA
DIARRHGEA M IXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
Saved From Disgrace.
In one of the old families of Charles­
ton, S. C., writes Mrs. Ravenel, there 
was an important personage, Jack, the 
butler. Jack disputed with another old 
man, Harry, the butler of Mrs. Henry 
Izard, the reputation of being the best 
and most thoroughly trained servant in 
town. From the judging of the wines 
to the arrangement of a saltspoon there 
was nothing which these withered 
brown potentates did not decide and 
maintain. Nothing would have aston 
ished either more than that master or 
mistress should dissent from his ver­
dict
Jack was Intolerant of anything 
which he considered a breach of the 
etiquette of the table. Nothing could 
have Induced him to serve a gentle­
man before a lady, or a younger before 
an elder brother. To place fruit and 
wine on a tablecloth Instead of on 
the mahogany was to him a falling 
from grace. On one occasion he was 
much annoyed when a senator from 
the up, country twice asked for rice 
with his fish. To the first request he 
simply remained deaf; a t the second 
he bent down and whispered into the 
senatorial ear. The genial gentleman 
aodded and suppressed a laugh; but 
when the servants had left the room 
he burst Into a roar and cried: “Judge, 
you have a treasure! Jack has saved 
me from disgrace, from exposing my 
Ignorance. He whispered, ‘That 





And Oxfords for Women and 
Children.
Oxfords—4 grades and 8 styles. $1.50 to $3.00. 
Common-sense Shoes, $1.50 and $2.00.
BUY HKBE AND SAVE MONEY.
N o r r isto w n , P a . j j  L. NYCE
Tin Hoofing and Spouting Done 
witl* Best Quality Material.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove 
Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing 
promptly attended to. 4-4.
FRANK W. SHALK0P,




Even the Bible Is not free from bulls. 
In  chapter thirty-seven of the book of 
Isaiah appears the following confusion 
of Ideas: “Then the angel of the Lord 
went forth, and smote In the camp of 
the Assyrians a hundred and four 
score and five thousand; and when 
they arose early In the morning, be­
hold, they were all dead corpses.”
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
fed Will meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
jyj'RS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S
E A T IN G  H O U SE ,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Offlee 
Collegeville, Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all 
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied, 
lee Cream, eto. Prices reasonable; terms cash 
Patronage solicited.
¡Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease or acci- 
dent In the L O W E R  PROVTI*f n p w
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon. 
Appraisers t
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
W . E. BEAN, Trooper*
-  W h e n  in  N o rr is to w n  -
-----IT W IL L ------
P A Y  Y OU
-----TO VISIT------
SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,
*6 AND 138 W. MAIN ST.,
WS R o £ q V a1 / et 2 ? 0D SERVICEABLE SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $1.00 or more. p
The undersigned will furnish and erect 
I  D U AL HOII.KR.fi and guarantee satis­
faction. Will also furnish and erect the 
[ F R E E D  B O IL E R S  — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company 
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
[ and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plumb- 
I ing done at reasonable prices.
J .  H , BO U TO N ,
i A-4. COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
QEO. A. WEN RICK,
—  DEALER IN —
S t o v e s ,  R a n g e s ,





for the particular buyer is the reliable 
kind. We Invite you to inspect our 
stock, feeling confident that our values 
will please you.
The latest styles and most artistic 
designs in fashionable Jewelry present 
a charming display which is worth 
your while to see.
Beautiful diamonds, watches and 
clocks, rare gems, a t attractive prices, 




16 E. Main fit. Norristown, Pa.




86 AND 188 W. MAIN STREET, 
10-11. NORRISTOWN, PA.
6 0  Y E A R S *
t E X P F R IF N P I
DERKIOMEN VALLEY 
A Mutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
Patents
T rade M arks  
D esigns 
Copyrights A c.I. wwi-v misn | 9 ot *Anyone sending a  sketch and description m ar quickly ascertain our opinion free whether S  mvention is probably patentable. Communié ; ionestrlctlyconadentlal Handbook °n P,u£i?fi sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents 
Patents taken through Munn A “ “ receive special notice, without charge, in the eive
Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Lar^psf pi- dilation of any scientific lournaL T pim W « 
HK L lgPg g * » »  «■ «  h r  al l newsdealers!MUNN & Co.36,Broad,ra». New York
Branch Office. 6» F  St, Washl" to" D. c! B
Insures Against Fire and Storm.
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.
Office o f Ik* Company s
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secbetaby . 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs­
day of each week-; also every evening.
1 In making your purchases at 
FENTON’S STORE. Years of | |  
■ experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, how 
to buy, and how to sell the thou- 4 #  
sand and more articles kept in 
stock In a thoroughly equipped 4 4  
general store. 3E
U
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- 4 4  
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED | |  
GOODS, or in any department of .x f 
the big 8tore on the corner you ^  
will find what you want at the 
right price. ¿ 4
Ready-made Pantaloons and %fc 
f t  Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's Í É  
jMP Boots and Shoes are among the L 
A& specialties.
Ü  %
x j t  Crockery and Glassware, Faints, 3 *  
^  Oil, Putty, Hardware. i f f
f t  Gents’ Famishing Geods in 4 4
i  ; —  1
|  W. P. FESTON,
^  COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Ü




Pay $1*00 for Dead Horses and 
$1.50 for Dead Cows.
Both »Phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L.
Geo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
SHORT STÖRY AND MISCELLANY.
! O O
A Very Important Matter
For FARMERS to know is where to get the BEST CHOPP1NU done and 
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED» such as Wheat Bran. Corn Bran, No. 
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices. You will find it at
Clamer’s CollegeviUe Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 





“It’s Ju st Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
“ It’s Just Like This P
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
■¡proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like This !”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style 
iTlumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good 
¡«material and workmanship.
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
ns your orders. We wiH not keep you waiting, nor wiH we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
GEO. F. CLAMER,
S P R I N G
# 8  T O  # 2 5 ,
The'clothes here boast 
the distinction of having 
been designed and tail­
ored by creators of fash­
ions in clothes.
MADE IN NEW YORK.
They’re made in ,New 
[York, where all styles 
are born, to order and fit 
and look as though the 
[ wearer had been meas­
ured for them.
I Suits, : $8 to $25
Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5
As Arranged 
By Archie.
!  —  •  •  Copyrighted, 1907, by Mary McKever. •
*By Carson it lard-
Spring Hats !
Our ambition grows 
with every year. Our 
hats are always good. 




$1 to $5 
50c. to $5
1-12 . COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
HOLD ON THERE!
‘ Be careful not to place your orders for 
ulldingor other Lumber until we have had 
I-® chance to estímate on your wants. We 
Jare certain to give you entire satisfaction as 
has to the Lumber itself and its delivery, 
pfo may save you a dollar or two, also.







¡'Granite W o r k s .
$̂ &****̂ **i*#**&i*̂  NECKWEAR
I am fully equipped at my New 
m  Location, Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and ln- 
vite new ones to give me a trial, 
dfl. All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business 
Wagons Bnilt to Order
at Right Prices. ju
Now ready for Spring Painting - ^  
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 




5 0  C E N T S .
The distinctive styles 
that mark them entirely 
new and “sm art” are 
here. They are also ex­
clusive b e c a u s e  t h e  
maker of our neckwear 
controls the design and 
they cannot be had else­
where.
“I-Iad trouble with sis?” Archie re­
garded Deering w ith . a sympathetic 
gaze. Deering nodded. They were 
good chums, these two. A couple of 
years before Deering had talked Mrs. 
Shelby into taking Archie out of the 
Buster Brown suits he detested, and 
since then Archie, had been Vance 
Deering’s sworn ally.
But even Archie could not help much 
with Letty Shelby. At heart Letty 
loved Deering, but she was not to be 
easily won, and, thougfi Vance had 
proposed a score of times, she had 
turned aside the question without giv­
ing a decided negative.
Letty was only nineteen, and she had 
formed a theory, that it would be fool­
ish to marry early.
“I like you,” she admitted to Vance, 
“but you see a girl who marries so 
young loses an awful lot of fun. None 
of the. boys pays any attention to a 
young matron.”
“If you really loved me,” he re­
proached, “you would not care for 
their attentions.”
“My dear Vance,” she smiled, “unless 
I had some attention paid me, how 
could I learn to value your devotion? 
It Is through contrasts that I shall 
learn to appreciate you best.”
Deering gritted his teeth. In the face 
of such arguments he was powerless. 
Somehow Letty’s way of quietly set­
ting aside his protests was aggravat­
ing in the extreme. They could not 
even quarrel comfortably, for she had 
a way of quietly retiring when the ar­
gument grew too strong for her and 
throwing the blame upon him in a way 
that was maddening.
That was just what happened. She 
had swept from the room with an im­
perious air and a remark that she 
should be glad to see Mr. Deering 
again when he had a better command 
of his temper. That she was at the 
moment sobbing out her regret in the 
security of her own room was a thing 
he could not know.
He was preparing to let himself out 


















has large experience. On July 1st it 
showed the following in its
again,” Letty said severely, but her 
eyes filled.
But for all of that a box of flowers 
and a note preceded his arrival, and 
Thursday evening found him In the 
Shelby parlor and not a t all happy over 
the fact. Letty wore her most Im­
penetrable armor of reserve, and the 
slightest suggestion of reconciliation 
was met by a frigid silence that was 
most depressing.
Mr. Shelby had gone out of town, 
and Mrs. Shelby was calling on a 
neighbor. Archie was safely tucked 
away in bed, and they had the lower 
part of the house pretty much to them­
selves.
Suddenly from the basement came 
the sound of pistol shots and frighten­
ed cries, followed an instant later by 
the appearance of Archie in pink and 
white pajamas and bare feet.
“I slipped downstairs to get a drink 
of milk,” he yelled, “and three men 
fired their guns at me! Go down and 
kill them, Vance!”
A wink from Archie conveyed a deal 
of meaning, and Vance headed for the 
stairs leading to the cellar. Letty sat 
In the parlor with her fingers In her 
ears and could not possibly have heard 
Archie’s whispered injunction.
“Billy Widner’s pistol Is a t the head 
of the stairs,” he explained as he pat­
tered out into the dining room after 
Deering.
Feeling half ashamed of the subter­
fuge, Deering carried out Archie’s ob­
vious scheme. The house was some 
distance from the street, and his ar­
tistic simulation of a fight attracted no 
attention. Archie was doing a solemn­
ly ecstatic dance in the dining room 
when Vance came back up the stairs.
“I saw ’em from the kitchen running 
across the back yard,” Archie explain­
ed. “Now, stick to i t ”
Letty shrieked as Vance came into 
the dining room and threw herself sob­
bing upon his neck.
“I was sure they had killed you!” she 
cried. “I t was awful, Vance!”
“Did you care so much?” he asked as 
his arms went around her. “Did you 
really care, little woman?”
“I didn’t  want you to be killed,” she 
sobbed.
“And you do love me?” he Insisted. 
“Was that why you eared so much?”
“I guess it was,” she confessed. “I 
do love you, Vance, but it wasn’t  good 
for you to tell you so.”
“It was the best thing in the world,” 
he Insisted. “I’ve been two years try­
ing to get you to confess, dear. Don’t 
you think that my patience ought to be 
rewarded with ‘yes ?’ ”
“Perhaps,” she admitted. “Suppose 
they had killed you, Vance?”
“There was no danger,” he laughed 
shamefacedly as he bent and kissed 
her, consoling himself with the reflec­
tion that all is fair in love and war. 
“It was not half as bad as you think.” 
“Anyhow,” she dimpled, “it showed 
me just how much I loved you.”
“And that Is all Important,” confirm­
ed Vance.
W ’ TOILETS OF A N T S/V il
Combs, Brushes, Sp$ftg«s and 8oap 
Used In Making Them.
“Ants have fine and coarse combs, 
sponges, hairbrushes and soap. They 
are remarkably clean."
The speaker was a nature student. 
He bent over the artificial ants’ nest, 
or formicary, that stood on his table 
under glass.
“Watch this lady making her toilet,” 
he said. “She won’t  mind.”
The little black ant seemed to be 
carefully tying and untying knots in 
herself. The small black body twisted 
and turned. The tough little black 
limbs darted through the air.
“That is her fine tooth comb she is 
using now,” explained the student. “It 
is affixed to the tibia of the foreleg. I t  
has a short handle, a stiff back and 
sixty-five fine teeth. Nothing can es­
cape i t
“Now she is sponging her back. Yes, 
the tongue is her sponge, the flat sur­
face of the tongue. The tongue’s edges 
are her brush. They are equipped with 
hemispherical bosses—short, stiff, blunt 
bristles. See her brushing her left fore­
leg with it. Doesn’t  it work admirably ?
“Now she is combing the hairy un­
derpart of her body with her coarse 
comb. It is attached to the tarsus and 
has forty-five coarse teeth, an excel 
lent instrument for rough work.
“She is giving her legs a good soap 
bath now. She draws them, you see, 
through her mandibles, or upper jaws. 
The mandibles are serrated, and they 
secrete a fluid that is quite like soap­
suds, a superb toilet lotion which 
cleanses the skin and makes the hair 
brilliant and supple.
“Brushes, combs, toilet lotions, soap 
and sponges—nature has given them all 
to the little black ant.”—New Orleans 
Times-Democrat.
r  BRANDT* h Proprietor,
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
pST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
N  BEST HARNESS
m a d e  t o  o r d e r .
hilcB,8 w .  ° f Jlar“ee8 supplies, saddles, 
[Inter, »taw. w *)Ian*tets for summer and 
pSPAIRiwn np°ilni!8TUcombs* brushes, &c. 
U lw  choice L ? / R? E8S a 
“ to box trade™1 clSars- Special atten-
W* E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
p  'boV k TitiJLK 11FKAI,I> 
°b Ruling Pertn BISII>ERY- Binding, 
CS-Blank L rati“g’ PaS*nS> Number- 
Rouses »ivA»» ° 8 *°r ®an^8 an<* Business
and remir?1 att®nti°n. Magazines 
Mply. jr.,fpa*rInS done quickly and 
Mdress, mates cheerfully furnished.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
H E N R Y  Y O S T ,  JR.
Both 'Phones.
T R U S T  D E P A R T M E N T .
I Invested Trust Funds,...... $1,356,195 60
Uninvested Trust Funds.. 163 74 
I Incomes and Amounts held
for distribution.............. 67,630 19
$1,433,989 53
When in Norristown, Pa..
S T O P  A T  T H E
Notice the uninvested trust funds.
DeKalb and Main Sts.RAMBO HOUSE, HORACE STORB
(Opposite Court House).
——oOo
HSfr* First-elass Accommodations for Man 
and Beast
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable 
Both English and German spoken 
-----oOo----
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
Marble
—AND—
W  W  w f i
Ve prom^ly obtalnütB/andTitaeígn^
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo of invention fbr 
free report on patentability. For free hookRmn»a ClnAnimVia a sum ■■ a _ _ _ _ .. >
Patents and
> OppositeUTSTPaten̂ Offioe 
W A S H IN G T O N  D . C .




^  149 H ig h  S t.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Designs and Estimates Furn­
ished Free of Charge.
The I ndependent’s eight pages 
contain local and general news,agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 
matter. A copy every week for 52 
weeks, $1.00.
G ,ET T O U R  Posters Printed a* the Independent Offlee.
“th r ee  men  f ir e d  t h e ir  guns at m e !” 
blissful defiance of his bedtime. His 
sharp eyes quickly sensed the situation, 
and he sat down to talk it over with an 
odd assumption of elderly dignity that 
would have been amusing had Deering 
been less upset.
Archie* had mixed more with his 
elders than with children of his own 
age and had acquired an odd faculty 
of observation. Now he swung his 
stocky legs to and fro from the high­
est chair he could find and regarded 
Deering with the impression of owl-like 
wisdom.
“You see,” he explained, “Letty Is 
odd. I heard mother say so. When 
she gets mad the only way is to get 
her scared. Then she’ll come around 
quick. The time she got mad at me 
for losing that invitation I set the dog 
on her and then grabbed him quick. 
She was frightened and thought I 
saved her, and she cried over me and 
gave me candy and said I was a dear.” 
“I don’t  believe that it would work 
In my case,” said Deering, with a 
smile.
“I’ll fix It for you,” offered Archie, 
“if you’ll make me one promise.” 
“What’s that?” demanded Deering. 
“You remember when Tommy Mul­
len’s sister got married they made him 
wear white satin pants and hold up her 
train?”
“I remember the ornate Master Mul­
len,” chuckled Deering as he recalled 
Archie’s pointed remarks at the time of 
fhe wedding.
“If I fix It so you can marry Letty 
I don’t want that sort of thing done to 
me.”
“It’s a promise,” said Deering. 
“Shake hands.”
Archie shook bands and slipped from 
the chair. “I guess you’d better be 
going now,” he said hospitably. “You 
come round Thursday.”
Archie solemnly superintended Vance’s 
tteparture and then disappeared down 
cellar. It was nearly 11 when a t last 
his sister remembered that he was sup­
posed to be in bed at 7:30 and found 
him innocently reading in the dining 
room.
“I thought you was with Vance 
Deering,” he remarked casually, “and I 
lidn’t like to disturb you.”
“Mr. Deering is not coming here
The Benardites of Jamaica.
There is probably no other race in 
the world so enthusiastic over religion 
and who enter so heartily i nto its 
forms and ceremonies as the negroes. 
They seem to lose all thought of their 
surroundings and throw themselves 
body and soul Into their own peculiar 
forms of worship.
In Jamaica there is a very large 
religious sect called, after their leader, 
Benardites. Four times a year the f04- 
lowers of Benard are baptized in the 
water of the river Mona. Hundreds 
of these religious enthusiasts meet on 
the banks of the river before day­
break, and as many as 600 have been 
dipped In a single morning. The price 
of a dipping is a shilling, so that a t 
the rate of 600 a quarter the income 
to the leader and his church Is a tidy 
little sum.
After the baptism the freshly cleans­
ed and purified of sin form a line, and 
with gold embroidered banners and 
silken streamers waving above the 
long line of men and women they 
march, singing, to the church, which is 
situated a short distance back from the 
river. Hundreds of these negroes 
make up the long swaying and wind­
ing procession, which sings as It moves 
and eventually enters the church doors 
or distributes itself outside near win­
dows and doors.—New York Herald.
FLEET HIAWATHA.
A Cynical Critic’s Cold Analysis of 
Longfellow’s Description.
Determine how fast, asks Professor 
Greenhlll, Hiawatha can run from the 
following data:
Strong of arm was Hiawatha.
He could shoot ten arrows upward. 
And the tenth had left the bowstring 
Ere the first to earth had fallen.
Swift of foot was Hiawatha.
He could shoot an arrow from him 
And run forward with such swiftness 
That the arrow fell behind him.'
Neglecting the resistance of the air 
and granting that Hiawatha could 
shoot one arrow a second, the solution 
is as follows:
The time of flight of the arrows shot 
upward must have been nine seconds. 
Therefore the velocity with Which they 
were shot, being equal to the time mul­
tiplied into half the value of the con­
stant of gravity, was 144 feet a second.
Now, in shooting an arrow from him, 
Hiawatha, to obtain the farthest flight, 
would let fly a t an angle of forty-five 
degrees, and by a simple trigonomet­
rical calculation we therefore arrive at 
the fact that the horizontal velocity of 
the arrow would be rather less than 144 
feet a second and would in fact be 102 
feet a second, or seventy miles an hour. 
Hiawatha would therefore have, to run 
faster than this. Could he do it on a 
sprint?
Again having recourse to calculation, 
we find that an arrow shot at 144 feet 
a second would fly 2Ì6 yards, or near­
ly a furlong. Hiawatha would run 
that distance in about seven seconds, 
so that he would be able to give the 
present holder of the record some 145 
yards start.—London Post
Origin of “Hoorilum.’’ 
“Hoodlum.” America’s equivalent of 
the English word “hooligan,” was coin­
ed at San Francisco very early in the 
seventies, hut did not become general­
ly popular in the United States until 
about 1877, by which time all certainty 
as to Its origin was lost One version 
is that the leader of the San Francisco 
“larrikin push” was a man named 
Muldoon, whose name a newspaper 
writer ingeniously reversed to christen 
his gang “noodlums,” and a composi­
tor’s mistake of “h” for “n” did the 
rest Another explanation Is that 
“Huddle ’em!” was the San Francisco 
rowdies’ cry when the police appeared, 
and a third alludes to a curious fez or 
“hood” worn by an eccentric character 
which the young rowdies adopted as 
their uniform.
China’s Priority.
Priority In the Invention of not only 
gunpowder, but also of the art of print­
ing, is attributed to the Chinese. Ac­
cording to Du Halde and the Jesuit 
missionaries, printing was practiced in 
China nearly fifty years before the 
Christian era. Books in the Celestial 
empire were made out of slips of bam­
boo 500 years B. C.; in 150 A. D. pa­
per was first made; by 745 books were 
bound into leaves, and in 900 printing 
was general in China.
The Worm Eater.
Even “worm holes” are no guarantee 
of extreme old age in furniture, as was 
demonstrated some time ago in the law 
courts, when a woman came to excuse 
her husband’s absence from the court 
on account of Illness. “What is your 
husband?” asked the judge. “A worm 
eater, my lord,” was the reply. “A 
what?” asked the judge again. “I 
don’t  wonder he’s too ill to attend.” 
The woman then explained that her 
husband was so called not because he 
was addicted to this peculiar form of 
diet, but because his trade was to drill 
these holes in new furniture to give 
it the appearance of antiquity.—London 
Tatler.
“Conspicuous by Absence.” 
Tacitus, the great Homan historian, 
was the originator of the phrase, “Con­
spicuous by his absence,” when, de­
scribing the funeral of Junia in his 
“Annales,” he said the images of her 
famous kinsmen, Brutus and Cassius, 
shone by their absence. Lord John 
Russell popularized the phrase in Eng­
land in 1859 by saying of Lord Derby’s 
reform bill, “One provision is conspicu­
ous by its presence, another by its ab­
sence.”
Backhanded.
Bess—I don’t like that Mr. Cutting. 
Jess—That’s unkind of you. I heard 
him say something awfully sweet 
about you yesterday. Bess—Oh, did he 1 
What was It? Jess—He said he imag­
ined you must have been perfectly 
charming as a girl.—Cleveland Leader.
Spiteful.
Miss Elderleigh — Jane Jones is a 
mean, spiteful old ca t Miss Younger 
—What’s the matter? Miss Elderleigh 
I told her that my family came over 
In the Mayflower and she asked me If 
I was seasick.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Artful.
“Why don’t  you try to make people 
¿five you their entire confidence?”
“I’d rather have ’em suspect me just 
a little,” answered Senator Sorghum. 
“Then if anything goes wrong they are 
not so surprised and resentful.”—Wash­
ington Star.
Compensation.
Corkins—I don’t know how I do It, 
but I can always tell what time of day 
It Is without looking at a watch or 
clock. McStab—To be sure. Nature al­
ways confers Instinct upon creatures 
that lack the higher faculties.—Chicago 
Tribune.
The surest way to test a man’s mem­
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And now the coopers’ trust has doubled 
the price of whiskey barrels. A little more 
water mixed with whiskey will make up the 
difference.
A corn crop of “bumper” dimensions is 
reported to be developing in Iowa, Nebraska, 
Missouri, and Kansas. The acreage is more 
extensive than in 1906, and the crop gives 
promise of an enormous yield per acre.
Dr. J. H. B echhold, of Frankfurst 
Germany, has published a pamphlet descrip­
tive of “something new in automobiles,” in 
which he gives a detailed account of a motor 
car in which the motive power is carbonic 
acid gas.
Here is a pointer for competing rivals in 
raising pumpkins. “Alfred Bliss, of Brook­
field, Mass., is injecting a half-pint of milk 
into the vine of a huge pumpkin daily in the 
hope that it will take first prize in a vegetable 
exhibition this fall.”
I t is estimated that Americans have 
spent in London this year something like 
$7,500,000. Among the larger items are : 
Hotel and board bills, $2,500,000; jewelry, 
$1,000,000; antiques, $1,750,000; draperies, 
meaning material for clothes, $1,000,000, and 
dressmaking, $750,000. Paris, Switzerland, 
and many other European places frequented 
by American tourists could probably give a 
similar account.
The title of a recent sermon by a Phila*- 
delpbia preacher was : “ What Shall We Do in 
Heaven ?” The editor of Town and Country, 
Pennsburg, gets at the question with the 
ammunition of common (terrestial) sense as 
follows : “The great trouble with many good 
people is that they seem to be more concerned 
about what may happen in heaven than what 
is happening right under their noses in this 
world. If more efforts were made to relieve 
distress, dispel ignorance, conquer selfish­
ness, and chefek civic wrongs right here and 
now, there would be no time and no need to 
speculate about the condition of affairs in the 
hereafter,” Amen!
The new regulations for the manufacture 
of denatured alcohol, to go into effect in Sep­
tember, are intended to so modify the regu­
lations for licensed distilling as to make it 
possible for farmers to go into the business. 
The raw material of manufacture—grain, 
fruit and vegetable matter—can be assembled 
at comparatively small cost in farm neighbor­
hoods. That this is practicable is demon­
strated by the successful experience of Ger­
man farmers. I t  will take time to instal the 
industry; but the demand for a safer, if not 
cheaper, liquid fuel than that obtained from 
petroleum is very great, and in the course of 
a few years this demand will be supplied.
A mug of beer costs 5 cents; a pint of 
milk, city price, costs 4 cents. The farmers, 
whose dairies supply the milk market, receive 
about l i  cents per pint, net. In nutrient 
qualities a pint of milk is at least thrice that 
of the same amount of beer, and it is safe to as­
sume that there is three times more actual 
profit to the brewer and vender, per pint of 
beer, than there is to the farmer, per pint of 
milk. Some buyers who pay 4cents per pint for 
milk protest against the cost of the fluid, but 
filé no objections to paying 5 cents for a mug 
of beer. The farmer who furnishes humanity 
with a necessary article of diet makes far 
less profit on thè milk he sells than the brew­
ers and venders of beer on the exhilarating 
beverage they make and sell. All of which 
encourages the following conclusions : F irs t— 
Those who supply the necessities of life are 
not as likely to get rich and sweep over the 
country in $10,000 automobiles as are those 
who cater to the appetites for stimulants. 
Second : Those who object to the price of 
milk and say naught against the cost' of beer 
presumably drink the beér themselves, and 
buy milk for mouths other than their own— 
largely so, at least.
Mr. McCall, one of the Congressmen 
from Massachusetts, is rightly opposed to 
continued centralization of power in the gen­
eral government. In a recent speech he said: 
“You are liable some day~to have a President 
supremely lacking in the qualifies of a states­
man, one who is egotistical, impulsive, of im­
mature judgment, a mere glutton of the lime­
light, ready to barter away prosperity and 
even his country’s freedom for momentary 
applause.” Some people will wonder if Mr. 
McCall had any particular individual of 
marked prominence in mind when he made 
his speech.
T he Chicago Tribune’s carefully com­
piled statistics show that 164 deaths and 4249 
injuries were caused by the fiery and noisy 
demonstrations of Independence Day, 1907. 
The non-fatal casualties were 1059 less than 
last year, but 381 of the wounded were 
maimed for life, 87 having lost one eye or 
both eyes. The victims of the terrible 
malady, tetanus, numbered 73, which is 16 
less than last year and 342 less than in 19Q3. 
Human butchery, under the guise of a bar­
baric form of patriotism, will be renewed 
early in July of next year. Some popular 
customs are very deeply rooted.
A dispatch from Minneapolis says : Min­
nesota railroads are getting more revenue 
from passenger business at the new rate of 
two cents a mile than they did last year at the 
three-cent rate. This is shown in the sworn 
statement of Thomas Yapp, statistician of 
the State Railroad and WarehouseCommission 
after an examination of reports made by rail­
roads of the State for May and June since the 
new rates went into effect. Business on ten 
railroads operating in Minnesota since May 1 
last has amounted to $1,139,402.21, an in­
crease over last year of $152,078.65. This i& 
at the rate of a million dollars gain for a full 
year.
A dispatch from Havana, August 24, 
confirms the previous announcement of the 
discovery of an enormous body of iron ore in 
Cuba. The dispatch says : “The ore body is 
on the summit of a plateau ten miles long and 
four miles wide, in the Province of Oriento, 
and in the district of Mayari, on the north 
coast of the island, about twelve miles from 
the Bay of Nipe, which is considered one of 
the best of Cuban harbors. I t  is now pro­
posed to extensively develop the property, 
and an issue of $5,000,000 in bonds has been 
authorized for this purpose. The ore deposits 
are owned by the Spanish-American Iron 
Company, which is controlled by the Pennsyl­
vania Steel Company.”
I n the course of his recent Chautauqua 
speech Governor Hughes of New York ob­
served : “ We have a Republic only in name if 
those chosen to represent the people serve 
other interests. In their insistence upon 
single-mindedness in the public service the 
people will have no compromise. They de­
mand a greater voice in the selection of candi­
dates for office. They insist that those whom 
they choose shall recognize their individual 
responsibility. We have had too many men 
posing as the people’s choice who were simply 
the representatives of particular business in­
terests or the appointees of a political leader 
put into office to do his bidding.” Evidently, 
Governor Hughes is a careful student of 
American politics, and his statements are 
valid and timely.
Our Washington correspondent says : 
“On the subject of submarines, it may be 
said that the officials of the Navy Department 
are much elated over the report just received 
of the performance of one of the new under- 
the-water destroyers. The boat was sent off 
from Newport accompanied by a naval tug as 
an escort to see how it could do on a long 
cruise. I t  was gone four days and showed 
that it had a practical radius of action of 1000 
miles. That is to say, a foreign warship could 
never feel safe within 1000 miles of the Amer­
ican coast. The bpat was one that used stor­
age batteries when running under water and 
gasoline engines when on the surface. I t  
could come to the surface, use its gasoline 
engines to charge its electric batteries and 
dive, using electricity as a motive power. I t  
made one four-hour run totally submerged, 
and not once on the whole trip  did it make 
use of the escort tug except to report to the 
officers on board. The men cooked, ate and 
slept under the water, and were perfectly 
comfortable. The Department believes from 
the report that it has a perfectly practicable 
seagoing submarine at last, and one probably 
that is as good as anything afloat in any of 
the marines of the world.”
BRYAN CALLS TAFT 
A “STRADDLER”
Criticizes War Secretary on Impor­
tant Political Issues.
SEES LITTLE HOPE FOR REFORM
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 27.—William J. 
Bryan’s reply to the speech ol Secre­
tary Taft, a t Columbus, 0„ has been 
given out. Secretary Taft is con­
demned as a “straddler” on nearly all 
the important issues, and critioized for 
not taking advanced grounds in re­
forms. Mr. Bryan complains also that 
his own position has been misrepre­
sented by the secretary
Mr. / Bryan says: “Secretary Taft’s 
speech will prove a disappointment to 
those who expected to a clear bugle 
note in favor of reform. There is not 
a  single question on which he takes a 
strong advanced position.
“On the railroad question, he is in 
favor of preventing watered stock, op­
poses the consolidation of competing 
lines and the duplication of directo­
rates. So far so good; but he does not 
advocate the ascertaining of the value 
of the roads on the reduction of rates. 
The railroads may object to his rheto­
rical denunciation of abuses, but they 
will hardly be scared by his remedies.
“On the trust question, he thunders 
a t unlawful trusts, but not only does 
not recommend new legislation, but 
takes the position that a monopoly 
may not be harmful. He thinks that 
putting one or two trust magnates in 
the penitentiary would have a healthy 
effect, but he uses so many qualifying 
words that one is left in doubt as to 
what he really favors.
“After submitting an argument in 
support of an inheritance tax and a 
graduated income tax, he concludes 
by saying that he is not in favor of 
adopting either of them now. At some 
future time he may adopt them if they 
are needed.
“He comes out strong in favor of 
government by injunction, but does 
not take any position on arbitration 
and electing senators by the people.
“He takes a rap at socialism, de­
nounces the initiative and referendum 
and presents an argument against 
government ownership of railroads. 
He is stronger in stating what he op­
poses than in stating what he favors, 
and he—unintentionally of course— 
misstates Mr. Bryan’s position on sev­
eral questions.
"He makes out a strong case in 
favor of tariff reform, but when he 
gets to the remedy he goes no farther 
than the Republican leaders have 
gone in former campaigns. He wants 
enough tariff to cover the difference 
in cost of labor here and abroad—the 
excuse given for the present tariff— 
and he wants the tariff reformed by 
its friends. ‘Tariff reform by the 
friends of the tariff’ is a farce and a 
fraud, and the secretary runs away 
from the conclusions which would nat­
urally be drawn from the statistics 
which he presents.
“The conservatives may object to his 
speech because it admits many Demo­
cratic contentions, but no real re­
former will find encouragement in it. 
It is a straddle of the most important 
issues—a compromise instead of fight 
for reform.”
ROPE BROKE AT HANGING
Condemned Man’s W eight W as Too 
Great a Strain.
Indiana, Pa., Aug. 28. — The first 
hanging in this county for more than 
20 years was not a success, as, owing 
to the breaking of the rope, the opera­
tion had to be repeated.
The victim of the law was Carmine 
Renzo, aged 45 years, and weighing 
175 pounds. The weight of the man 
and the drop of five feet proved too 
much for the strength of the rope, 
which snapped when the trap was 
sprung, precipitating Renzo to the 
ground. The jail attendants hurriedly 
loosened the rope around his neck, 
while others adjusted a new rope to 
the scaffold, and the man, already half 
dead, was carried to the platform and 
the lever again sprung. This time 
the execution was successful.
The crime which Renzo expiated 
was the murder of his sweetheart, 
Marion Beamo, aged 15 years, at her 
home in Ernest, two years ago. It had 
been agreed that Renzo should marry 
the girl, providing he paid the pas­
sage of herself and parents to this 
country. He did this, and when the 
girl refused to wed him he shot her.
Find Corpse By Third Rail.
Wenonah, N. J., Aug. 26.—-An un­
known man, apparently a farm la­
borer, was found dead along the third 
rail of the West Jersey & Seashore 
road, between here and Woodbury 
Heights. Letters addressed to several 
persons were found in the man’s 
pocket and one, evidently written by 
himself to a matrimonial agency, was 
signed Prank M. Bartow, which is pro­
bably his name. One of the man’s 
arms was burned off and his face 
burped to a crisp.
Ghouls Open Grave, Mutilate Body.
Bernardsville, N. J., Aug. 27.—Dis­
covery has been made that ghouls 
visted the grave of Margaret Kuhle- 
wind, the 8-year-old girl who was kill­
ed 10 days ago in an automobile acci­
dent, exhumed the body and removed 
therefrom certain parts. The ghastly 
work was evidently done by hands 
skilled in surgery. The news has giv­
en the residents a shock, and it is an­
nounced that no expense will be spared 
to capture the criminals.
SUMMEii FURNISHINGS
------  F O E .  - —
R O O M ,  D E N  O R  P O R C H .
Mission Stools, 49 cents; Bamboo Stools 
with matting tops, 25 cents. Utility boxes 
of matting, also with cretonne tufted tops. 
Folding screens, to shield from draughts, in 
silkoleen, denim and tapestry, including 
the Komi Porch Screen. Japan Matting 
Rugs up to room sizes. Crex Matting, by 
the yard or in rug sizes, for porch or rooms. 
Summer curtains in Arabian and Roman 
stripes.
p r e n d i  ¡t ig e r 's
N O R R I S T O W N .  P A . J
The Original BORNEMAN
Dental i  Daslobs
----NOW OPES AT-----
S W JS - - 3 = 1 5  D E K A L B  S T .
N O R R I S T O W N , F-A„
FIR8T-CLA88 PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY. THE BE8T 8ERVICE GUARAN- 
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE 
OLD AND NEW PATRON8.
10-18-ly. S. S. B O K N E H A N , D. D. S.
The Big Clothing Event! 
Crawford’s Clearance Sale.
Everything at Reduced Prices.
All New and Stylish Clothing.
SAMUEL D. CRAWFOM
•'¿7
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown« Pa. -i
SUMMER STYLES HITS
Largest Stock In Montgomery County to 
Select From.
Soft Hats, 5 0c . to $ 3 .0 0 .
Stiff Hats, $ 1 .0 0  to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
38 E, Main Street, Norristown, Fa.
Banking by H a il
is becoming popular under the rural free 
delivery service.
I t  enables the farmer to transact his 
business with the bank of his choice, even 
though located many miles from his home. 
I t  is easier than going to  a nearby bank, 
and just as safe.
Checks, drafts, and even cash can be 
mailed to us with absolute safety, and 
receipt of same promptly acknowledged.
As all of our business is strictly confi­
dential, no one need to  know tha t you 
have an account with us.
Penn Trnst Co,
Tbe Company that pays 3 PER 
CENT. Interest for every day 
the money Is on deposit. 
MORRISTOWN, PI.
Th e  b m s h i s  p i a n o s .I  bave taken tbe agency- for the sale of the Blasius Pianos. These pianos have 
a wide and most excellent reputation 
9>mong musicians. A new Blasius Piano 
on exhibition a t my home.
HENRY YOST, JR .,
8-1. Coilegeville, Pa.
The Launch Edna 1
Clamer’s Dam, CollepYille,
For Glen Island
EVERY EVENING and SUN- j 
DAYS. Round trip, 5 cents.
J. H. BARRETT.
j  I f  you have anything to 
te li, advertise it in  the Independent
SUMMER GOODS
n
Large and well assorted stock of choice 
SUMMER DRESS GOODS, including 
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces, em­




GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS that 
variety. Dress and Neglige Shir 
will please buyers. .,
THE BEST MADE SHOES to.¿“other 
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, and 
styles.
THE GROCERY D E PA R T^N ^ cde. 
tains anything required in good 
pendable stock. ,s
Summer Horse Clothing, Lap Spr® 
&c>, &c. wim
Full line of Hardware, Poultry 
Netting—all sizes.
E. G. Brownback, Trappe*
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS, 7
T H E





is the best school to attend. I t  has the most 
modern equipment, courteous and well 
qualified instructors, and maintains
<
Three Separate Employ- 
/  \  ment Offices
Good positions are guar-
Bookkeeping, B an k in g » V  ,
Shorthand, T ypew riting \  °r money
.  o  . „  ^  A. X. funded.Private Se cre tary  Course ^  ’
Write for Catalogue
Fall Term Opens Monday, Aug.26
SCHISSLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
A. J. S C H IS S L E R ,  -  F ou n d e r and  M a n a g e r
<s>
o
Æ  J R U s r  C jr u e  ft, nCQTTHE OLDEST 
TRUST COMPANY 
IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY
O  C a p i ta l ,  -
^  S u rp lu s , - - - $250,000.00
• $250,000.00 ^
PER CENT. INTEREST paid on Savings Ac­
counts for every day the Money is on Deposit
Deposits of One Dollar and upwards Solicited. 
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee,
, Assignee, and Receiver, Executing Trusts of  ̂
0  Every Description 0
SAFES OR BOXES TO RENT IN
B U R G L A R -PR O O F  mSF  
* VAULTS




Economy, -  Efficiency, -  Regulation, -  Durability.
It is Equally Efficient with GAS, ALCOHOL, GASOLINE, DIS­
TILLATE or KEROSENE. All sizes, i to 50 H. P. The Ohio Engines 
are among the very best engines on the market and are sold at reasonable 
prices. We keep one in stock for demonstration. Come and see it before 
you purchase.
Landes M ill W orks, Yerkes, P a.
IFTE-A-IDGìTT.^VIEtTEIFtS F O R
A S  a f e  P l  a c e
If you have valuable papers or securi­
ties—deeds, mortgages, judgments, bonds, 
or what not, that you desire to have kept 
iu a secure, safe place, the
COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK
is prepared to serve you. The new safety 
boxes in the fire and burglar-proof vault 
of the 'bank will afford room for your 
private papers or documents and you 
can feel that they are entirely safe.
You are invited to inspect the safety 
boxes, the vault, as well as the other de­
partments of the bank. The officials will 
be glad to give you full information. and 
your visit will be,appreciated.
Remember, 3 PER CENT, interest is 
paid on all deposits in the Savings Fund 
Department of the Collegeville National 
Bank.
"W E
* TEST EYES I
— AND —
FIT SP ECT A CLES
Also REPAIR Spectacles and 
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,
And Replace Broken Lenses 
















Daily and Sunday Papers.
H ig h - G r a d e
M e n ’s  F u r n is h in g  G o o d s  !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
Jou »re looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS 
»111 keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
W I M I .  H D .  O - I L B E R T ,
•132 WEST MAIN STREET,
w. K'M È È  ' NORRISTOWN, PA.
HARDWARE.
** “re Headquarter, for all
THE OLDSTAND
Established • • 1875.
kinds of Hardware, Paints, 
Oils, Varnishes and Glass.
I f “ T O O L S .
h you want any thing in the tooi line, 
come to us; we can supply you 
at BOTTOM PRICES.
tore op all kinds
Suitable for House, Garden aud Field.
Choice Bread
AND
C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water 




Ä öO . Benjamin Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOLS* ET
No. 2 0 5  Bridg
PHiEN IX VILLE, 1 
^ **• 8TBTLER, Manager.
fe*- The Inde]
p a g e s , 52 Nos., o n i
TtVLL STOCK OF
Gents1 Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No­
tions are being closed out a t greatly re­
duced prices.
M rs. F rance s Barrett’s,
Main  St ., Neab Sta tio n ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.




No use trying to make farm­
ing pay without first improving 
the soil.
No use trying to improve the 
soil with any but Animal 
Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil 
will make the farmer poor; 
rich soil will make the farmer 
rich.
NOW is the time.to start 
aright for better days, big crops 
and more money, by using
Trinley High - Grade 
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
Old established and reliable ; on 
the market for more than thirty 
years.
More actual plant food for 
the money than in any other. 
Give it a trial and be convinced.
If  your dealer does not handle 
it, write us giving his name and 
we will see that you are sup­
plied. Write to-day.




Was Rescued From Death by •  
Fusilade of Ballets.
SER CONDITION IS SERIOUS
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 28.—Torn, bruis­
ed and suffering from shock, Mrs. 
Anna A. Hucke, 55 years old, of this 
city, lies a t her home in a precarious 
condition as the result of an attack 
by a lion at Luna Park, a summer re­
sort in this city. Mrs. Hucke was res­
cued almost from the jaws of death 
while she lay on the ground where 
the animal had thrown her, and while 
scores of rescuers were firing a fusi­
lade of bullets Into the blood-crazed 
beast, which meanwhile was biting 
and clawing at the woman’s body.
The attack occurred when the park 
was crowded with women and chil­
dren. Without warning, the lion ap­
peared from behind one of the build­
ings with a roar, the while lashing his 
tail. He crouched and sprang for Mrs. 
Hucke, who was nearest to him. The 
woman screamed and attracted the at­
tention of the crowds. Soon screams 
of the hundreds stampeding for the ex­
its were added to Mrs. Hucke’s dis­
tressing cries, but these did not dis­
tract the lion from his assault
The noise of the panic attracted the 
attention of W. A. Downing, chief of 
the park police, who oame running 
to the rescue. He found the lion tear­
ing away at the woman’s clothing, and, 
having drawn his revolver while run­
ning, he immediately emptied all the 
chambers into the beast
Repeatedly Downing reloaded his 
gun and fired, with but little effect. 
Other rescuers secured Flobert rifles 
from the shooting galleries, and Rem­
ingtons from the Concessionaires, and 
soon a score were pumping lead into 
the lion. Still standing over the pros­
trate woman, the lion stood, with the 
ground about him literally plowed up 
with the hundreds of shots that were 
being fired at him.
Soon, with the noise of the firearms 
and the shouts of the woman’s res­
cuers, the lion turned and rushed to­
ward the show known as the “Mystic 
River,” and here he made his last 
stand. Here, with the continued bom­
bardment, the brute succumbed, and, 
sinking down upon the ground, he 
turned over on his back, and with a 
few kicks and gasps died. His skin 
was completely riddled with the small- 
calibre bullets that had been fired at 
him and took effect.
Mrs. Hucke was rushed to the Park 
Emergency hospital, where her Inju­
ries were dressed, and later she was 
taken home, where It Is expected she 
will recover, unless blood poisoning 
sets in. It was said the Hon cage had 
been cleaned earlier in the day, and 
apparently left open.
OREN ROOT DEAD
Brother of Secretary of S tate Dies 
After Long Illness.
Utica, N. Y., Aug. 27.—Oren Root 
brother of Secretary of State Elihu 
Root, and professor of mathematics 
and natural sciences at Hamilton Col­
lege for 27 years, succeeding his father, 
died at his home in Clinton. He had 
been ill for about a year.
He leaves a wife and three sons, Ed­
win B j a lawyer in New York; Wal- 
stein, who is In the west; Oren, jr., 
vice president of the Metropolitan 
Railroad company of New York, and 
two daughters, Mrs. Thomas V. Nich­
ols, of Syracuse, and Miss Laura, of 
Clinton.
Root to Attend Brother’s Funeral.
New York, Aug. 28.—Secretary of 
State Root, who has been undergoing 
a course of physical training at Wil­
liam Muldoon’s place, in White Plains, 
N. Y., W ill attend the funeral of his 
brother, In Clinton, N. Y. The secre­
tary will return to White Plains after 
the funeral and resume his physical 
exercises. Secretary Root said that 
he would remain at White Plains for 
about 10 days on his return from Clin­
ton, and then proceed to Washington. 
He said that his .stay at Muldoon’s 
had been of great benefit to him, and 
that he was feeling well.
GOVERNOR STOKES DENIES
Not Seeking Anti-Roosevelt Delegates 
In New Jersey.
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 27.—Governor 
Stokes denied emphatically that there 
was any truth In a story published to 
the effect that he was a party to any 
political compact having for its ob­
ject the selection of anti-Roosevelt 
delegates to the next national conven­
tion. When asked concerning the ru­
mor the governor promptly replied:
“The statements were absolutely 
false, so far as I am concerned, and I 
am not aware of any such move or in­
tentions among any of the prominent 
party men. My last talk with the pres­
ident was mutually satisfactory.”
Death of Nelson Morris.
Chicago, Aug. 28.—Nelson Morris, 
the millionaire packer of this city, 
died after an Illness of several weeks. 
Mr. Morris was a victim of heart dis­
ease, complicated by kidney trouble. 
Nelson Morris was born in the Black 
Forest, Germany, in 1840. He came to 
this country when 11 years old, land­
ing in Philadelphia without a cent of 
money.
Editor Drowned While Bathing.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 28.—Eugene 
M. Moriarity, editor and proprietor of 
the Worcester Post, and a prominent 
Democrat, was drowned while ba.h- 
iuc in Lake Quinsigamond.
BOMB IN THE MAIL
BEfrioded While Being Cancelled In 
Philadelphia Sub-Station.
Philadelphia, Aug. 28.—The explo­
sion of what appears to have been a 
large percussion cap in a package ad­
dressed to Secretary of the Treasury 
George B. Cortelyou, oreated excite­
ment in the Nicetown sub-station of 
the Philadelphia postofflce.
The package, which was collected 
from a box in the northern section of 
the city, was received by Clerk Rob­
erts, who says it was about four Inches 
long by two inches wide, and three- 
quarters of an inch thick. When Rob­
erts brought his steel cancellation die 
down upon the stamp the package ex­
ploded and was rend In pieces. Rob­
erts, though startled, was unhurt. The 
pieces of paper were put together, and 
the package was found to have been 
addressed to Secretary Cortelyou, 
Washington, D. C., the address having 
been cut from a newspaper and pasted 
on the package.
Chief Postal Inspector James B. Cor­
telyou, who is a brother of the secre­
tary, Is trying to solve the mystery 
surrounding the explosion, though 
most of the authorities think the pack­
age was mailed as a joke. There was 
not sufficient explosive matter in It 
to have done Injury to any one. What 
was In the package, aside from the 
explosive cap, the officials will not 
say.
WHITE MAN LYNCHED
Nebraska Mob Took Murderer From 
Sheriff and Hanged Him.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 27.—Lord Hig­
gins, who murdered W. L. Copple and 
wife, near Rosalie, Neb., May 12, was 
lynched at Bancroft
Sheriff Young, of Thurston county, 
came to Omaha to get his prisoner, 
who had been in the Douglas qpunty 
jail here since his capture, and took 
him to Bancroft on a train. Twenty 
men took Higgins from the sheriff, 
haujed him off in a dray and hanged 
him to a tree.
When the sheriff left for Omaha on 
Sunday he was accosted by citizens at 
Bancroft, who asked him what he 
would do if they should attempt to 
lynch Higgins.
“Shoot the first man who tries it,” 
he said.
“Well, we Just wanted to know. 
Chances are you will have some shoot­
ing to do.”
Higgins’ crime was a wanton one. 
He had worked on the Copple farm and 
had had some trivial dispute with Mr. 
Copple. Anger over this is the only 
suggestion of a reason for the murder. 
He killed both in the barnyard with a 
gun. He was a young man, and after 
his arrest became radically religious, 
participating in every service held at 
the jail.
DROWNED HIS CHILD
Insane Man Made Human Sacrifice For 
Slna of World.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 28. — Albert 
Stemmelen, a bookkeeper, became in­
sane, and, taking his 2-year-old daugh­
ter, Helen, to the Belle Isle bridge, 
threw her into the Detroit river, and 
watched the little one struggle and 
drown. Stemmelen’s insanity is of 
the religious order, and he believed he 
was making an acceptable human sac­
rifice to God for the sins of the world. 
Leaving the bridge, he went to police 
headquarters and calmly announced 
what he had done. He had no sooner 
been locked in a cell than the prison­
er’s wife telephoned the police that 
the little girl was missing. It then 
developed that Stemmelen had been 
talking queerly for about a month, 
and that at dinner he began to show 
symptoms that alarmed his family. 
There Is one more child surviving.
Boy Commits Suicide.
Fairmont, W. Va., Aug. 26.—Charles, 
the 11-year-old son of Constable M. M. 
Lawson, committed suicide at his 
home, at Winfield, by shooting him­
self. The boy bade his mother good­
bye and walked away, but nothing was 
thought of it. A little later the report 
of a gun was heard near the house, 
and upon rushing out Mrs. Lawson 
found her son with his head almost 
blown off. No cause for the suicide 
Is known.
Man 101 Weds Woman 100.
Nashville, Aug. 27.—A great crowd 
assembled in a tent a t Tate Springs 
to witness the marriage of John P. 
Brunden, 101 years old, and Miss Rose 
McGtilre, a sweetheart of his youth, 
who has just celebrated her 100th an­
niversary. The tent was erected on 
the spot where Brunden and his sweet­
heart kept secret trysts when John 
Quincy Adams was president
Killed By Pitched Ball.
New York, Aug. 26.—Arthur Clem­
ens, of Brooklyn, was killed while 
playing base ball at Glen Cove, L. I. 
Clemens was at bat#when a swift ball 
pitched by Pitcher McKenna struck 
him on the head. Clemens fell to the 
ground unconscious and died a few 
minutes later. McKenna was arrested, 
but was released by the coroner.
F ather and Son Drowned.
Elkton, Md., Aug. 26. — Frank 
Churchill, of Germantown, Pa., and 
his 11-year-old son, Norman, were 
drowned in Back creek, Chesapeake 
City, while crabbing. The boy fell 
overboard and his father jumped in 
after him. Neither could swim. Mrs. 
Churchill and another son witnessed 
the drowning.
Strangled Herself With Clothes Belt.
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 26.—Mrs. Louisa 
J. Norris, a private patient at the New 
Jersey state hospital, committed sui­
cide by strangling herself In her room 
with a clothes belt Her home "’as at 
Fair Haven. N. J.
CLEW TO BLACK 
HAND CRIME
Missing Foreigner Wanted For 
Double Murder at Coaldale, Pa.
COURT TO BE PROLONGED
Lansford, Pa., Aug. 26.—The author­
ities are now diligently searching for 
a Croatian who is suspected of know­
ing something of the Black Hand mur­
der of Michael Palkovick and Frank 
Ambrose, who were stabbed to death 
on No. 9 bridge, Coaldale, Thursday 
night. This suspect is now missing, 
and the fact that he recently had a 
dispute with Ambrose over money 
matters points circumstantially to­
ward him.
The pockets of both men being ri­
fled gave rise to the belief that rob­
bery may have been the motive aiid 
that the missing Croatian may clear 
up the mystery if he Is apprehended.
Igras Gorgons and Michael Stefa- 
lik, the two suspects, are still held, 
but the evidence against them is not 
strong, the fact of their having a quar­
rel with the murdered men in the 
early part of the evening being the 
only circumstantial connection.
Double Term of Court.
PottSville, Pa., Aug. 26.—Stirred by 
the Black Hand double murder in 
Coaldale, District Attorney Reed is­
sued orders for a two weeks’ term of 
criminal court, instead of one week, 
and gave notice that no cases will be 
continued for any cause, and that he 
will make a clean sweep of all on the 
calendar.
The district attorney states that he 
will dispose of over 300 cases during 
the comine term. Charles Watson, of 
Shenandoalr.who killed his sweetheart, 
Miss Mattie Bolinski, will be tried t. e 
first week. George Sisco, of Allen­
town, who killed George Lukatites. at 
Spring Tunnel, will also be tried at 
once.
A third murder case, "which looks 
very much like a Black Hand affair, is 
that in which Joseph and Martin Fe- 
her, brothers, are charged with kill­
ing Joseph Popp. This case is baffling 
the detectives.
NEGRO SHOT POLICEMAN
Speedy Action Prevented a Lynching 
At South Bethlehem, Pa.
. Allentown, Pa., Aug. 27. — George 
Schuman, a member of the South Beth­
lehem police force, was shot and killed 
by William Jones, a southern negro, 
on the tracks of the Philadelphia & 
Reading railroad. Three shots were 
fired at Schuman at close range. Two 
shots entered the right breast and the 
third penetrated the right shoulder. 
Despite the terrible wounds, Schuman 
walked to police headquarters, and, 
with his dying gasps, reported that he 
had been shot by a negro. He 'then 
became unconscious and died 10 min­
utes later.
Schuman fired two shots at his as­
sailant. T-wo hours later a wounded 
negro was found in a lumber yard who 
answered the description of the man.
As soon as the killing of Officer 
Schuman became known intense ex­
citement prevailed, and the South 
Bethlehem police realized that speedy 
action would have to be taken to pre­
vent a lynching. An automobile was 
secured and the negro was rushed to 
the Easton Jail, where he is now con­
fined. Chief Kelley had to draw his 
revolver on the mob that attacked the 
automobile.
STEAMER HITS TQG; FIVE PERISH
The Barnstable Sinks the Towboat 
Gerry Off Sparrow’s Point. 
Baltimore, Md., Aug. 27.—The Stand­
ard Dredging company’s tug Gerry, of 
Wilmington, Del., was sunk in a colli­
sion with the British steamer Éarh- 
stable in the Patapsco river, off Spar­
row’s Point. Five men lost their lives 
out of 25 who were on the tugboat.
Six of thè survivors clambored up 
the side of the steamer by means of 
the anchor chain. The remainder were 
picked up by the steamer’s boat or 
swam to a dredge moored nearby. The 
names of the missing men follow:
W. A. Boyd, of Baltimore, pilot; T. 
J. Ehbert, of Brooklyn, N. Y„ cook; 
Charles Cherry, of Baltimore, mess boy 
of the tug; J. B. Johnson, of Wilming­
ton, Del., captain, and Charles White, 
address unknown, deck hand of the 
dredge.
Buried His Money and Killed Himself.
Webster City, la., Aug. 28.—In sight 
of an astonished crowd, Carl Pressley, 
an actor, made a bonfire in the street 
of his paper money, threw his jewelry 
in the sewer and then announced to a 
group of friends that he was going 
to kill himself. He drew a revolver 
from his pocket, walked across the 
street, and, calling to a number of per­
sons In the vicinity to watch him die, 
fired a bullet in his brain.
Once a Negress, Now She’s White.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 27. — Eliza­
beth Boyer, a negress, wife of a farm 
hand, has turned white. She has five 
children, all black. Doctors declare 
she is suffering from a disease, but 
she says she was never ill a minute 
in her life. She has been gradually 
turning white for five years. Now the 
change is complete.
Hydrophobia In Cat’s Bite.
Long Branch, N. J., Aug. 26.—Mrs. 
Rachel D. Barry, widow of Amos C. 
Barry, is dying of hydrophobia, at her 
home, in Eatontown boulevard, as the 
result of a cat bite six weeks ago. Mrs. 
Barry is a native of Yeadon Pa-
8 f a r m  A n d  g a r d e n .
BUDDING TREES.
Practical Directions For Securing 
Good Results.
Budding is generally done In August, 
because then the bark is more easily 
separated from the wood stock of the 
tree, explains a Massachusetts writer 
In  American Cultivator. Sometimes it 
may be in the early part of the month 
and sometimes the latter part, accord­
ing to location and growth, and then 
again the buds you are desirous to in­
sert must be sufficiently matured, 
which you can generally determine by 
the terminal bud being fully developed. 
Take from a branch of this year’s 
growth. The life of the tree or bud
BUDDING OPERATION.
lies in the cambium layer, or alburnum, 
and the two must meet—the alburnum 
of the bud inserted and that of the 
tree, which lies between thè inner sur­
face of the bark and the outer portion 
of the wood. Bear this in mind and 
keep to it and you can make no mis­
take, provided, of course, all the other 
requirements are carried out.
'The buds should be plump and ma­
ture when taken from the shoots of 
the current year’s growth. The “bud 
stocks” should be cut the day the buds 
are to be inserted, trimmed and wrap­
ped at once in-a damp cloth to prevent 
drying on. Trimming consists in cut­
ting off the leaves, saving a bit of the 
stem to use as a handle in inserting. 
In cutting the buds use a sharp knife. 
Insert the blade of the knife one-fourth 
of an inch below the bud and cut up 
just behind the bud, removing but little 
of the wood and coming out about one- 
fourth of an inch above the bud. (See 
A.)
To insert the bud make a T shaped 
incision in the stock about two inches 
above the ground. (See B.) With the 
spatula of the budding knife loosen the 
lips of the bark in angle of the T cut 
and slip in the bud. (See B.) The bud 
must be held firmly in place by a band­
age wound above and below, being 
careful to leave the eye of the bud un­
covered. Raffia fiber (wet), bast, can­
dle wick or waxed cloth may be used 
for tying. Raffia is usually employed. 
If the bud “takes,” remove the bandage 
in about ten days by cutting loose on 
the back side of the stock to prevent 
the hindering of growth of the bud. 
In three or four weeks cut off the stock 
ju st above the bud to stimulate the 
growth of the new bud.
Nursery Label.
This cheap and practical nursery la­
bel is used and, it is believed, got up 
by a Connecticut nursery company. 
Rural New Yorker, in illustrating the 
device, says it 
is informed by 
the n u r s e r y  
company th a t  
the label is not 
p a te n te d  and 
all. are welcome 
to use it.
I t consists of 
a piece of hard 
wood Vfa by 2 
inches and a 
foot long in di­
mensions. One 
s u r f a c e  i s  
smoothly plan­
ed, and to the 
Other is secure­
ly stapled a 
loop of well 
g.a 1 v a n i zed, 
heavy telegraph 
wire, the free 
ends forming a 
p a ir  of legs 
nearly two feet ELM ^ITY label. 
long. These are deeply thrust in
the soil, diverging as 
and form a good support, 





white lead paint and
the name written with a heavy black 
lead or graphite pencil, making a rec­
ord that will endure several years, or 
rendered more durable still by writing 
on a sheet of weather zinc, tacked to 
the surface.
Colts and Mules.
There is a chance yet for a crop of 
colts next year, after the summer 
work is done. \
Fall colts, when cared for, do well 
and grow like weeds and are almost 
clear gain. Try it.
Farmers are taking more interest in 
the raising of mules. Prices for 
strong young mules are high, and the 
demand is increasing. Raise a few 
and watch them grow into money.— 
Farm Journal.
Shade For Chicks.
The chicks must have shade these 
hot days. If you have no natural 
shade in the shape of trees artificial 
shade should be provided. A stout 
frame covered with cloth or canvas 
makes a serviceable shade.—T. O. in
Va wooo Warmer,
THE APPLE CROP.
fedi cations Prices InPoint to Good 
the East.
i t  looks as if the apple crop of New 
England and New York state would 
be worth a good deal of money this 
year. Apples will be scarce in most 
other parts of the country, and con­
tractors are already trying to buy im­
portant orchards, offering prices which 
Indicate an expected scarcity of fruit. 
Growers should be cautioned against 
shipping their fruit a t prices which 
seem fairly good now, but which may 
be much below the level established 
later on.
The Country Over.
The prominent apple growers of 
New York and New England are de­
veloping a very confident feeling with 
regard to the coming season. I t  has 
now become evident that most of the 
apples in the country are located in a 
small section of the Pacific coast, in 
comparatively small districts of the 
southwest, principally Arkansas, the 
balance in New York and New Eng­
land. There will be some apples in i 
the lake region and a good many in | 
Canada, but the Canadian apple will i 
probably not come to American mar­
kets. The Pacific coast and southwest- ) 
em apples will certainly all be needed 
for western markets, and it is almost 
certain that these markets will try to 
draw on the east for what surplus ap- ! 
pies can be spared.
New York and New England.
The northeast, by which Is meant 
chiefly New York and New England, 
certainly has a fair crop of apples and 
one which is more uniformly distribut­
ed than that of last year. I t  would be 
called a fair crop were it a bearing 
year, and for the nonbearing year it 
may be considered a large crop, but 
whether it be large or small it is hard 
to see how prices can be anything but 1 
good.—American Cultivator.
ROCKY FORD MELONS.-
They Are Successfully Grown Over a 
Large Area.
The far famed Rocky Ford canta­
loupes are being successfully grown 
over a large area. The specimens here 
shown were produced in the Blue 
Ridge mountains in Washington coun­
ty, Md. The most common and uni­
form grades shipped from this section 
run about forty-five melons to the
BOCKY FORD CANTALOUPES.
crate, the crates measuring 12 by 12 by 
24 inches. The larger melons run 
thirty to the crate. Another grade 
runs forty-eight to fifty to the crate 
and, as a rule, are not packed uni­
formly. Still another grade packs from 
seventy to seventy-five melons to the 
crate. In the Rocky Ford district of 
Colorado a good crop , is estimated at 
130 to 150 crates to the acre, says New 
England Homestead. I t  is not uncom­
mon to find cantaloupes grown in Cali­
fornia wrapped in tissue paper and 
sold in the New York market at cer­
tain times in the year at fancy prices. 
Farmers who produce high grade mel­
ons are reasonably sure of good prices 
in leading markets. The production of 
these melons is becoming more popu­
lar each season.
Keeping Quality of Fruit.
A  cold, dry, pure air is ideal for the 
preservation of fruits of most kinds. 
Cold air checks the ripening process 
and retards the growth of diseases. 
Dry air may prevent the development 
of rots, and pure air preserves the deli­
cate quality of the fruit. The ripening 
must be cheecked soon after the fruit 
is picked to prevent premature dete­
rioration. Ripening proceeds much 
more rapidly when a fruit is severed 
from the tree, so that it comes nearer 
the point of deterioration in a few 
hours or days than it would have been 
if left hanging on the tree in the same 
temperature for a much longer period. 
In cold storage the rots develop, and 
most fruits ripen i f . the temperature 
remains much above 32 degrees Fahr­
enheit for any length of time. The 
molds grow if the room Is moist; the 
flavor deteriorated if the air is im­
pure. If the temperature throughout 
the room is not uniform, the stored 
products ripen unevenly. If the prod­
ucts are not piled so that the air can 
circulate freely about the packages, 
the ripening may proceed and the rots 
develop before the fruit is cooled—G. 
H. Powell.
Planting Cherry Seeds.
Cherry stocks are commonly grown 
from seeds. If the ground is In readi­
ness and in proper condition, the seeds 
may be planted in fall or even as soon 
as they are ripe. If stored until 
spring, they must be stratified and 
kept very cool to prevent germination, 
and they ¡should be sown at the earli­
est possible moment. They do not 
need to be cracked by hand. Care 
must be taken that cherry pits do not 
become hard and dry. This precau­
tion Is more important with cherries 
than with peaches and plums.—Bailey.
A LOST SWORD.
It Was Frederick the Great’s and Was 
Confiscated by Napoleon.
While Prussia was at his feet after 
the battle of Jena, Bonaparte visited 
Potsdam, and there he saw the sword 
of Frederick the Great. He took pos­
session of it, saying, “I value this 
sword more than all the treasures of 
Prussia.” It was deposited at the In- 
valides on May 17, 1807, with military 
pomp and ceremony, to the immense 
gratification of the people of Paris.
But there came the black days of 
1814, and with the allies on the point 
of entering the French capital the gov­
ernor of the Invalides, Marshal Ser- 
rurier, received orders to take steps 
for the preservation of the precious 
trophies there collected, especially the 
sword of Frederick the Great. Inter­
preting this instruction in a peculiar 
fashion, the governor took effective 
measures for preventing them from 
falling into the hands of the enemy by 
making a bonfire of them, and it was 
said that; he threw Frederick’s sword 
into the flames.
This statement was confirmed as late 
as 1857 by an eyewitness. Thus per­
ished, as was attested In 1830, when 
an official inquiry was made into the 
matter, between 1,500 and 1,600 war 
flags and other memorials of victory. 
The ashes and remains were .thrown 
into the Seine a t the mouth of a sewer.
The sword could not, of course, have 
been destroyed in the conflagration, 
but it was never seen again. I t hap­
pened that in 1815 an engineer, having 
ascertained the precise spot where the 
debris from the fire had been put into 
the river, made a search and recovered 
from the bottom a considerable num­
ber of bronze and copper articles which 
were returned to the Invalides. But 
the sword of Frederick was not found.
One would like to think that it was 
not the fate of this historic weapon to 
rust away in foul mud, but that it had 
undergone the noble transformation of 
being turned into some implement of 
peaceful industry. Of this, however, 
there is no evidence.—London News.
HE OVERDID IT.
A Last Wager That Might Perhaps 
Have Been Won.
When it got as far as the cigars at 
an informal supper the other night, at 
which the manager of one of thè most 
talked of New York hotels was the 
host, the talk turned on the perfection 
of modern hotel management. The 
manager boasted of the fact that in 
his house at least the clerks were para­
gons of. memory and cleverness.
“Yet I will bet the cigars,” said one 
of the guests, “that exactly at mid­
night when the clerks change I, having 
no room here, can walk to the desk, 
ask for the key of a certain room, giv­
ing the number, and get it.”
“Done,” said the manager.
Exactly a t 12 the man making the 
bet entered the lobby as if he had just 
come from the street. This dialogue 
followed at the desk;
“My key, please—No. 76.”
“Yes, sir; what name?”
“Mr. Johnson.”
“Yes, Mr. Johnson.”
The clerk turned back to the desk 
as if to reach the key from the rack. 
For a moment he was out of sight of 
“Mr. Johnson.”
Then to “Mr. Johnson’s” dismay he 
was quietly seized by two men, who 
seemed to come up from the floor on 
either side of him and who asked him 
very politely, but with firmness, to 
leave the hotel a t once.
I t was then that the manager ap­
peared from behind a pillar and ex­
plained.
A few moments later, when they 
were smoking the cigars, the chagrined 
loser said:
. “Well, that’s a wonderful ; thing. 
Howt the deuce do they remember 
everybody they see?”
“Easy . enough,” said the manager, 
“and then in this particular ease there 
isn’t  a room in the house numbered 
below 100.”
The loser bought more cigars with­
out being asked.—New York Times.
The Biter Bit.
An old Lowlander had been persist­
ently asked by his son, who was doing 
very well in London, to pay him a 
v isit Having at length decided to 
comply, he spent a fortnight in the 
metropolis and duly returned north to 
tell the tale. A pompous person invit­
ed him to his house soon after the old 
man’s return, with a view to having 
some amusement at the latter’s ex­
pense. “And what was it  that most 
impressed you in the great I city?” 
asked the pompous gentleman. “Weel, 
sir,” quoth the old fellow, “the thing 
abune a’ that impressed me maist was 
my ain insigneeflcance. ’Deed,, sir, I 
wad strongly advise ye to gang—it 
wad dae ye a vast deal o’ guid, sir!”— 
Dundee Advertiser.
S E C O N D  W E E K  A U G U S T
Over a thousand pairs of Men’s and Boys’ Trousers are now being offered at a Third 
Off the average prices.
Big lots consisting of beautiful, dressy, gray worsted smart Outing Trousers, wear- 
resisting Cassimeres and Blue Serges. All up-to-date in cut, plain or turn-up bottoms, all 
have belt loops.
vest at a third less than you usually have to pay at other stores for no better sizes to fit J t  
big stout men, tall narrow waisted fellows, and regular built men. If alterations are jj 
needed, no extra charges. See windows. [3
$ 3  T ro u sers are $ 2  T ro u sers aré n o w
N o w  S e llin g ’ a t  $2. S e llin g 1 a t  $1.35.
ALL SIZES. ALL SIZES.
$4.00 Trousers Are Now Selling 
at $2.75, all sizes.
$5.00 Trousers Are Now Selling 
at $3.33, all sizes.
TRUE BLUE
$12.50 Suits at $9.70.
SUITS REDUCED.
$18.00 Suits at $12.75.
W EITZEN K O R N S 9
Hi
ST£AW FITTERS
‘heater co- coLLCoeyi tie
Are you thinking of heating your house with 
Steam or Hot Water ?
THE E8 EED BOILES»
ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely do better 
boiler made, either in square or round desigDS.
The cut shown here is the style of our latest designed WATER 
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A-l Steam as well as; Water 
BoWer.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready 
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con­
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
yPe will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires,? 
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifics- ¡ 
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furbishingjj 
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assured4 
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications Is positively 
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed' against 
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kiud of casting and machine work.
Steam  Fitters’ H eater Co.
Branch Office : 
KOYER8FOKD, PA.




Lord Cromer when ruler of ¡Egypt 
made himself hateful to all sorts of 
rascals in that country, but he worked 
wonders of reform there and left it in 
more contented frame of mind than it 
had ever known previous to his ar­
rival. While Lord Salisbury was Brit­
ish premier a member of the ministry 
complained that Lord Cromer had told 
him to go to the devil. “Dear me,” 
said Salisbury, “he tells me that every 
time he comes to London.”—Cleveland 
Leader.
A Practical Reason.
Investigating Teacher—Do any of 
yon boys know why “X” stands for an 
unknown quantity? Wise Little Aleck 
—I know, ’cause my pa says when you 
lend an “X” you never know when 
you’re going to get it back.—Baltimore 
American.
- FURNITURE -
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
The first thing to decide. Is s
“Where will I purchase ?’*
Before making your choice, It will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The C o lle g e r !  Furniture Store
Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, 'Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly.
That f i t  the Feet
AT W EITZENKORN’S.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned* 
for ease and comfort as well as fori 
style, elegance, and wear.
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all 
these points.
It is acknowledged by everybody that we 
carry the largest stock and more stylish to 




Genius is not essential to good 
nreachine. but a live man is.—Phelps.
5Î F U R N IS H I N G  Q
Undertaker *  Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John L. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
'P hotos No. 18.
Subscribe for The Independent. 
EIGHTH AGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.
- Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and 
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50; in Vici Kid and 
Patent Colt Skin.
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00 
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All 
styles.
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes iu Patent 
Leather and Vici Kid, 75c., $1.90, $1.25.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles, 
$1.00 and $1.25.
Children’s Colt Skin O x fo rd s , 75c., ]
and $1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes, 
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes an 
Oxfords, $2.00. .
The largest assortment of Men’s, Boy | 
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather j 
and Oxfords in town, in all new styi •
IM PORTANT: W e Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
W E I T Z E I s T K O R I T ^
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store. 141 High St.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work In Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
M a in  St. Collegeville.
